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CD Track Listing
1. The Band's Broken Up (4:47)

5. Out of Mind

Adam Gibson with Modern Giant

Aminah Hughes

(4:38)

Produced at Rad Studios, 2004;John I toward
impersonation by John How-Odd

2. Yes, I Do Love You (I:38)
Paul Mitchell and Bill Butler

6. The Embrace (3:so)

3. Just Me and My Radio (3a6)

Andy Jackson and North Atlantic

Words- and concept byjeltje

5 minutes with the

Music, recording and production by Harry
Williamson, Spring Studio, 2004

Communist Manifesto <s:os)
Corey Frost

4. Folk.star (5:oo)

Sample from The Moody Blues; previously pub
lished in The Worthwhile Flux, Montreal,
Conundrum Press, 2004; cfrost@gc.cuny.edu

The Bedroom Philosopher
Lyrics and music by Justin Heazlewood; record
ed/mixed by Ken Heazlewood at The Humble
House, Emu Plains, NSW; DJ Joni M scratching
by Tammy Nicholson
www.bedroomphilosopher.com

8. Certain Revenge (:2:43)
Amy Rhodes
Percussion: Ben Woods; bass: Brad Loader;
recorded and mixed by: Brad Loader
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9. Espresso (po)

I3. I Don't Eat Wheat (2:18)

Miles Merrill

Eytan Messiah and Jess Stalenberg

Music by Bob Scott ; produced at Dodgy Sound, 2004

Recorded and Produced by Gino Bollaert at
Studio, Sydney, November 2003; commission
by the Sydney Opera House for 'Mouth Off'

My Many, Many Brothers
In-Law (J::25)
IO.

I4. Tiny Monkey Men From
Planet X (4:08)

Rogan Whitenails

Simon Hall

n. AIYO!!! An Evil Group Of
Ninjas is Entering and
Destroying a Call Centre (J:10)

Text: Simon Hall; voice: Dal Barbare; music b
Scott Bailey, recorded and produced by Scott
Bailey, Elsternwick, 2004

Tom Cho and Jannette Hoe

I5. He Thinks I Should Play
PingPong (4.:27)

Text: Tom Cho; voice:Jannette Hoe; recorded and
produced by Archie Cuthbertson, RRR Studios, 2004

Klare Lanson

u. Panel Van (:2:4:2)

Music written and produced by Bjoern
Stolpmann, 2004, courtesy of Onitor Records
<www.onitor.de>; voice recorded and track pro
duced by Archie Cuthbertson at RRR studios;
http://klarelanson.net

Lauren Williams
Music and recording by Peter Cave,

2004

X

16.

Since You Asked (mS)

20.

Steve Smart

17. Poets Holiday

Lake and a Shadow (x:4;)

Danny G1111zb11r/!.
21.

(x:29)

The Little Differences (2:sx)

Sandon Mcleod

Emilie Zoey Buker

Recorded live at Babble, 2003

Recorded live at Bt1hhk, wo1

18. Seven Day Dreamjournal

22.

(J:;o)

Carlie Lazar

Sean M Whelan

Bees (J:52)

Music by Bill Darby

Music written, performed & recorded by Ai Yamamoto;
vocal track recorded by Barney D Whelan, 2004;

23. Sound and Sense (1:1<,)

produced by Archie Cuthbertson, RRR Studios, 2004

Amanda Stewart

19.Last Thoughts of a Famous
Dog* (2:30)

1996 by Amanda Stewart

Previously published in JIT, Selecft•d l'o,•,m

1980-

24. howard at the toaster (1:07)

Mike Ladd
Sound design and Oberheim keyboard: Stuart

Michael Farrell

Hill; Russian voice: Matt Lipinski; recorded

limecha@hotmail .com; http://www.saltpublish

Adelaide, September, 2004; *Laika, the first living

ing.com/books/smp/i876857536.htm

creature ever sent into space, was launched on a
one-way trip in Sputnik II on Npvember 3 1957
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25. single mother blues (2.3I)
Jen Jewel Brown
Produced by Matt Dufty and Jen Jewel Brown;
music by Matt Dufty; Bootfull Audio, 2004 .

26. Project Z (I:45)

IT 0, Sandy Callow, Lica Cecato

and Nojiri Takuya
Recorded by Kayju in Bangkok, 2004
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EDITORIAL (1)
Adam Ford
It's been a busy year for me, one of those years that sees you scratching your head
in December wondering what the hell you did with that last twelve months. At the
end of such years it's nice to have tangible reminders of what it is you've been
doing. It's the payoff for the frantic times when you were sure you were going to
blow every deadline and let everyone down and still get less than six hours sleep
every night. W hat you hold in your hands right now, dear reader, is one of those
tangible reminders.
It's been fun, it's been an honour and it's been a privelige to have been involved in
the world of Going Down Swinging. It's been hard work, too, but never so hard that
the ends didn't justify the means. It was all worth it. When it comes to GDS it's
always worth it.
This issue of GDS is my last as editor. I'm moving on. To what exactly, I'm not
sure, but I've got this buzz in my head that's telling me that with five issues under
my belt it's time to try something else. So that's it from me. I want to say thanks
to everyone who's helped make GDS the success I biasedly believe it is today: the
previous editors, the contributors, the proofreaders, the performers, the launch
attendees, and of course my fellow Swingers, alicia, Steve and Anna, without
whom &c &c.
It's been great. Thanks heaps. Hope you like this issue. You should - it's bloody
fantastic. But I would say that, wouldn't I?
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EDITORIAL (2)
alicia sometimes
'What we do in life, echoes in eternity.'
-from Gladiator
We have so many new voices to preserve here for the natural life of the universe
(as opposed to the unnatural one). There were 45 tracks on the short list for the
CD alone, from all states and faraway lands. Thrilling stuff. I wane to do the Juan
Antonio Samaranch thing and say, "This was the best games ever" but I'm sure I'll
just sound cheesy. It's a great CD, best one ever. <cue melting brie>
When people ask, 'How do you record spoken word?' I just use this quote:
'You're not thinking fourth dimensionally, Marty!'
-Doctor Emmett Brown, Back to the Future III
I want to thank Adam Ford and Anna Hedigan from the bottom of my little
cartoon heart. They have been amazing, essential, vibrant and witty editors. So
sexy and smart and they never act like they know it, which makes them all the
more desirable. They will be mushily missed; key parties will never be the same!
Finally, I think we should all remember those immortal words from Elwood:
'Stay awayfrom drugs, gangs, and cyberporn on the Internet and you can be President some day.'
-Elwood Blues, Blues Brothers 2000
XtV

EDITORIAL (3)
Steve Grimwade
We are still lucky to be able to enjoy the fruits of creative labour at a time when
art - ·whatever that is - is miscast by media bullies. I don't know where you're
from, but in mv world these scared, small-minded souls rage against that maligner
of easyspeak and the unperturbed life- the all-pervasive Captain PC (coming to a
universin� government department, backyard near you). These bigoted pundits do
nothing but stifle debate and deny all that is different from the homogenous
whole. lStraightening the tie that's brought outfor such occasions}. .. Hence the
importance of mags like GDS.
Somehow, each time we put an issue of GDS together there is a process of
svnthesis outside of human control; there are natural laws at work that the secular
among us have problems with. Disparate elements belie their individuality to share
a place in a far greater mix. Each year the ingredients differ, but the immutable
laws of artistic impulse x GDS (always) = a classy breed of irreverence.
This issue continues to search into literary-variety's darkest corners, pushing back
D aryl Somers's reincarnation and seeking to find all of Ozzie's secrets. In #22 you'll
find intriguing sounds, comics that confront and words on paper to bring you out
of yourself - to help you reflect on what it's like to be human at the edge ofhumanity.
Congratulations and thanks - so much- for all those that breathe life into GDS:
the funding bodies, the volunteers, the readers and especially the writers and artists
themselves. We are proud to hold the spotlight on your show.
As this issue begins it is with sadness that we say goodbye to the brilliance of our
co-editors Adam and Anna. These two writer-editors are blessed with integrity,
passion and wisdom, and they have helped make GDS the thing of beauty it is. It
has been a pleasure and an honour to work with them and share these pages.
xv

EDITORIAL (4)
Anna Hedigan
Tourette's syndrome, apart from an unsettling compulsion to say what isn't on your
mind, can also make you move like greased lightning, completing tasks at dizzying
speed; yet apparently you don't feel like you're going fast. Instead, the rest of
humanity seems interminably slow, living life at the pace of Sunday afternoon at
the bowls club. T his is a bit what life has been like as GDS web editor (although
the level of foul language probably pre-dates editing GDS).
Any literary news had me trawling regular online haunts to see what my favourite
literary bloggers had to say about it. My brief as web editor, to filter commentary
and review to GDS readers, encouraged my little problem with multi-tasking.
People attempting to talk to me about articles that I'd linked to only days before
would get a blank stare. I fancied myself as a media pundit with my mouse on the
latest hot writers, but at times I've been more of a sieve catching the sludge of the
digerati while the finer things ran through the holes.
Immersion in the digital slipstream of literature news for GDS has been excellent
fun, but it's time to pass it on. I'd like to have time to read and listen to my copy
of Going Down Swinging from a hammock with a drink in my hand and no laptop
in my sightline. Because as much as I love the web, and believe strongly in its
power to bring worthy and potentially obscure writing to light, nothing really
beats a good book.
Like this one. Go read it.
XVI
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This volume of Going Down Swinging wouldn't
have been possible without the generous
assistance of:
Rowena Gough, Fiona Beckwith and everyone at Arts Victoria; Archie Cuthbertson,
I ,1lh Letch and everyone at RRR; Peter Savieri; Keypoint; Darren Mitchell and
1 he McPherson's Printing Group; Adam Dempsey and everyone at DEX
Mastering/Audio; Tom Cho, Steve Smart, Fiona Sievers, Sean Whelan, Mal
McKinnie,Johnno Bing, Dr Bootyfunk, Peter Salmon, Cosmos Books & Music
.ind Readings; Trudi Aitken, Kate Reeves, Amanda le Bas de Plumetot, Monique
< '.hoy; and YOU you drunken, one-armed, Cinderella-story realising, yellow-jacket
wearing, windmill putting, leaderboard toppin', nineteenth holin' pro, you!
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Fireworks at ABR !

Ph: (03) 9429 6700
PO Box 2320
Fx: (03) 9429 2288
Richmond South
abr@vicnet.net.au
Victoria 3 1 2 1
www.vicnet.net.au/~abr/

There's never been a better time
to subscribe to Australian Book
Review - Australia's leading
magazine of literary review and
comment. Some of the world's
finest writers appear in the maga
zine, which is celebrated for the
quality of its writing, the breadth
of its interests and its total editorial
independence.

'ABR publishes the best
Australian book reviews,
essays and poems in the
country, and encourages
lively debate through
the letters pages. ABR is a
place where life meets art
and we get to read the
subsequent fireworks'
Robert Adamson
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You are not an atom

Message In A Rocket
Drew Gummerson
After releasing the penguin we return to the rocket in the centre of the compound.
Caractacus is waiting there like a bollard at the end of a bumpy road.
"You'll never make it to the mainland before nightfall," he says. " You can
spend the night in the rocket if you wish."
"OK," says Torn and my heart does a moonwalk. Ever since I was a small
child I have wanted to spend the night in a rocket. It is something of a dream of
mine in the same way that young girls wish to wear tiaras and live long-time at the
top of tall towers.
We play Scrabble until well after the night has fallen, Torn winning one
game with the word 'Ugad' and me another with the conjunction 'but', and then
Caractacus leads us up a wooden ladder to a triangle-shaped double bed in the
nose-cone of the rocket.
The duvet is soft as a baby's index finger. I crawl into it and fall asleep
dreaming of the stars of Ursa Major: Alcor, Mizar, Alkaid, Alioth, Megrez, Phekda,
Merak and so on.
In the morning we are woken by Caractacus himself His eyes are red and ringed as
if he spent the night gazing at stars. As he is an astronomer I take this to be a fair
assumption.
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Torn helps me attach my false leg and we both pull on our underpants and
then it is down the ladder feet first for breakfast. It is hot in the rocket and I
assume, as outside has all the trappings of cold except snow, that somewhere there
is some kind of heating system although I can see no signs of radiators, either
innovative or traditional.
Caractacus serves toast with the crusts cut off and mentions in a voice like
a ·whip that he has an opportunity for us. Tom's ears prick. Torn and opportunity
are often found to be hand in glove.
" obody knows how big the universe is," says Caractacus, "but everyone
these days agrees that it is pretty big."
I nudge Torn and gesture for him to slide over the butter. He does so with
the outside of his left elbow while at the same time concentrating fiercely on
Caractacus's words.
"When astronomers first came to look at and record the stars they believed
that each star was fixed to the inside of a celestial sphere that completely
encircled the Earth. Of course this sphere was of considerable size. It contained all
the planets in our knowledge, but it was finite."
Caractacus lifts up both his hands and opens wide his eyes. If he was a
magician, at this point a rabbit wearing a jazz wig would have leapt from a top hat
and performed a curtsey.
"If you believe in a finite universe then you are saying there is a limit to
knowledge and therefore everything is understandable." Caractacus pauses now.
Torn halts a piece of toast in its journey to his lips.
"I believe in this finite universe," says Caractacus. "This is why I have
purchased this absurd rocket."
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Torn coughs slightly. Outside the wind rocks the rocket.
" You've heard of a theodolite?" Caractacus raises his eyebrows expectantly
in our direction. For just a moment he looks like a deer that has spotted a rifle and
is about to leap away.
"My uncle was a surveyor," I say. "He spent sixteen years on Kilimanjaro
measuring its troughs and peaks."
"Well then," says Caractacus. "With my theodolite I intend to measure the
angles of the stars both from here and from the moon. With this data I will prove
that the universe is indeed finite."
And then comes the opportunity. It is like a bag of demerara after a
sugarcane blight.
"Will you go with me?" says Caractacus. "I might need a hand. You don't
have to decide now. You can tell me after lunch."
Torn and I wander down to Caractacus's sanctuary for disabled animals. I lean my
arms on the gate and look to see if I can see our penguin. I can't, although an
elephant with its trunk in plaster walks carefully by. It glances at us and I know
exactly what it is thinking: '�l journeys of man are, at root, pointless."
"What do you think?" says Torn.
"It seems a long way to go," I say. "To the moon. "
Torn looks over his shoulder. The nose-cone of the rocket is just visible
above the treetops.
"When will we get the chance to go to the moon again?"
He has a point and I take it that our decision has been made. The elephant
disappears into the woods as a coda to its former judgement.
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Back at the rocket we find Caractacus bent over an open drawer. Out of it he is
taking underpant after underpant after underpant.
"It is cold on the moon, I've heard," says Caractacus. "I was thinking of
wearing two pair."
"You can't be over-prepared, " says Torn. "Unless of course you are on the
way to a surprise party. " He laughs at this for a moment and then looks serious.
"We have one concern."
Caractacus, who has a bright blue pair of underpants held up to his nose I imagine to check for relative cleanness - raises his eyebrows and for a moment
resembles an Arab princess caught off guard in a purdah.
"There seems to be no Mission Control," says Tom. "If anything should
happen ... " He lets the words hang like bees relatively far from pollen.
"When Apollo II first landed on the moon on July 20 1969," says
Caractacus, "the technology they had was no more sophisticated than our most
basic digital calculator. These days Mission Control is a mere trompe l'oeil.
Computing power has advanced so miraculously. "
Caractacus casts the underpants he is holding aside and opens up the front
flap of a writing desk. Inside are a portable Samsung TV, a ZX Spectrum computer
and a circa 1983 Sony tape deck.
Caractacus places a cassette in the tape deck and presses play. A rainbow of
lines transgress the perimeter of an oblong box on the TV screen and the air is
filled with a sound like a thousand pixies being tortured.
"This is the launch programme," says Caractacus.
After five minutes the lines and sounds stop and in the centre of the TV a
red box flashes. The box contains a single word. It says 'Intruders'.
5

"Someone is approaching the island," says Caractacus.
"I thought it was a launch programme," says Torn.
"The programme is multifunctional," says Caractacus. "That is the wonder
of modern technology. Come. " And he passes us both a flare-nosed blunderbuss.
We follow Caractacus stealthily through the underbrush. A light snow has started
to fall and it is cold. At one point while Caractacus is fumbling with an
untrustworthy compass, Torn pulls me to one side and slips something from a side
pocket into my hand. It is a willie warmer; a woollen blue one with a button
fastened end.
I pull it on and set off after Caractacus more jauntily. On any important
expedition it is always the small comforts that count.
We eventually come to a stop where a line of trees meet a beach.
Caractacus motions for us to get down and we lie with our stomachs flat on the
foliage.
Out at sea is a rowboat. There is a penguin in the prow and two men
rowing. One of the men I recognise as Ivor Magnasson from the Swinging Anchor
Hotel.
"Up to no good," says Caractacus.
"No doubt," says Torn.
The rowboat hits the land with a whump. Ivor Magnasson leaps out, closely
followed by the other man. The penguin, I notice, is shackled by a thick chain.
The party sets off into the trees.
We follow at a distance.
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The snow is now falling like a plague of locusts. A tepid sun dances gracelessly
across the sky. Every so often Ivor consults a series of mottled markings on the
back of the penguin. He chuckles magnificently and slaps his mate on the back.
" early there Igor," he bellows. "Nearly there."
Igor doesn't say anything, but sometimes when Ivor is not looking he will
slap the penguin on the back.
" Tearly there penguin," he mouths silently. "Nearly there. "
There is no humour in his incantation.
ight comes as a surprise, throwing the forest into a pitch-black inkiness pricked
only by intermittent starlight. Ivor calls a stop and perches on an upturned root
while Igor clumsily constructs a tent.
Caractacus gestures towards a tree and we climb it one by one. Despite only
having one leg I am good at climbing and I can see Caractacus is surprised.
We take it in turns to watch the camp below.
My turn comes between three and six. I keep my eyes peeled mostly
towards the penguin. It is almost impossible to see except for the white plumage
of its chest and the outline of its fantastic beak. I wonder if the beak is God's
compensation for the penguin's lack of shape elsewhere. It is give and take in this
world; more aptly give and take away. I have learnt this to my detriment.
At six o'clock I feel Tom's arm around me and he tells me it is my turn to
sleep. He is wrong. The camp below is stirring.
We are off again.
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Shortly before midday Ivor Magnusson screams excitedly and jumps up and down
on the spot. He looks towards Igor and the penguin and then he bends at the
waist and kisses the penguin. He tells Igor to take out his spade and dig.
Soon earth is flying into the air. The penguin watches, nonplussed. Ivor
unwraps and then eats a large bar of chocolate.
Clouds scud across the sky. My leg begins to ache. Igor appears from the
hole he has created clutching a rusty box roughly the size of a shoe box you would
be given at a discount shoe store on the outskirts of any major city.
"It doesn't look very big," says Igor.
"Untold wealth comes in different shapes and sizes," says Ivor.
Ivor takes the box and prises open the lid with a penknife from his pocket.
He takes out a book and turns the box upside down. Nothing falls from within.
"What is it?" says Igor.
Ivor shakes his head and examines the book. "The Rubaiyat of Omar
Khayyam," he says. He randomly opens a page and reads aloud. '"Awake! For
morning in the bowl of night, has flung the stone that puts the stars to flight."'
Ivor closes the book, screams, "A stone be damned!" and flings it violently
towards Igor. Then he turns and heads back into the forest. Igor pauses for a
moment and sets off after him.
The penguin is alone now except for us and the book.
It is teatime when we get back to the rocket. Caractacus lifts the penguin gently
onto the table and sets about removing its shackle.
He places a long instrument into the base of the metal hoop and makes a
quick karate-like movement. There is a snap, a cry, a squawk and a crash.
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"Oh my god," says Caractacus.
"What is it?" says Torn, but we can see clearly what it is.
The penguin is free from its shackle, but in freeing the penguin Caractacus
has knocked the theodolite from the table. It is lying quite broken on the floor of
the rocket.
"Do you have another one?" asks Torn.
"Not likely, " says Caractacus. "The trip to the moon is off I'm afraid."
"Oh well," says Torn.
I know what he means. Dreams have funny ways of ending, but more often
than not it is as the result of consequences that don't advertise their significance.
In fact, this is always the way.
Caractacus lets us spend another night in the nose-cone of the rocket.
I ask Torn if it's ok if I sleep in my false leg and he nods agreement. Several
times I awake us both, either with my cries as the plastic leg painfully twists or
with Tom's cries when the leg bangs against him. For the rest of the night I dream
I am an astronaut. I move weightlessly around space as agile as a spider in a web.
When I awake in the morning I am cradled in Tom's arms. He has these
muscles and these legs and this face and this nose.
I know them so well.
This is real.
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The Pop-Tart Thief
Averil Bones
He were a cow-eyed
pop-tart, stole my heart
for a day or two at least
and just when we was
all dried up, all kind of
boring (I'd started hearing
snoring) he moved house.
Moved to a tree-house
dog-box heaven where
lorikeets flashed pink
against the fleshy pashy
dawn so I could believe
(grunting over his shoulder)
that he'd stole my heart.

Really it were willing
loins and my deceitful,
my treacherous, my lying
imagination that swam
the pink arteries of dawn
through those windows,
convinced my silly brain
my hollow heart were stole.

II

The Performance Artist's Daughter
Rose Mulready
The airport is a fabulous lie. It's an everything-will-be-alright place. Nice bottled
air, soft chill on your skin, calm voices announcing the time. Remember Biosphere
II? This is a better Utopia, sealed tighter. I'm slung back on a red velour chair
under the greenhouse roof wearing satin airline slippers and my headphones are
snug on my ears. I'm watching the sun fall headlong into impossible mountains
and the woman making the announcements sounds like Laurie Anderson on
Zoloft, and I have the music down soft so I can hear the way she says "Gate
Number 5 1 1 I'm eating wafer biscuits out of individual sachets.
I wonder how long you could live in an airport without anyone finding out.
I finish my wafer and wipe the crumbs off my jacket. I look up and there's all
these people staring at me. Or not at me exactly - they're staring at the man in
the lion suit who's slumped at my feet making a series of tiny corpses out of felt but I feel like they're staring at me as well.
I kick him, a small mean kick that no-one sees. "Dad," I bark. "We're
supposed to be on holiday."
•

Want to hear about my fourteenth birthday?
I'm coming out of the school gates, all newly-minted tits, trying to lay a
flirty line on Andrew Swayle, who is by the way so fuck-off gorgeous I can hardly
talk, when I hear people laughing. And I look around and there is - yes - my
father, crawling very slowly behind me, and he's naked except for a kind of chain
I2

mail suit pierced with lit candles. His hands are full of mud and he's grinning.
Happy birthday. The mud I believe was supposed to symbolise my arrival on the
earth. Or something. I can't say I was really listening, and as he talked the candles
all ble,v out and he stood in the cold wax suit with his muddy hands held out to me.
People, other kids especially; think I'm lucky to have grown up in places like
Amsterdam and Geneva and Berlin, cold cities where the people all talked like
they were raised by bears and the floors were always dirty. I was mostly up way too
late, dozing off against walls, picked up by strange women who smelt of snakeskin.
My favourite part was the airports, and once when we stayed in a real hotel where
you could ring up and get shoestring fries at two in the morning. Oh man, those
sheets. When we left I wanted to wrap them around me and wear them home.
Hotels, another everything-will-be-alright place, where they know how to run
things. I think Dad liked it too. He left them a mustard painting on the mirror.
Tipped handsomely. Took my hand on the street and said, " How about us for swells?"
Dad has finished his corpses. He's walking around the gate lounge putting them on
all the empty seats. Now I can see how this piece is working. Because people are
kind of nervous in airports and the little felt bodies - you can tell they're dead
right away, don't ask me how - are freaking people out and they're edging away,
gathering up their toddlers and so on, but then there's the lion suit with its goofy
love-me face and some people are smiling and the older kids are following him
around asking about Paddlepops. So there you go, commotion. Did I mention
we're on holiday? I turn up my music and sigh.
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It's dark now. I watch a plane take off, going up fast, like a star pulling loose from
its place in the sky. Our connecting flight is boarding in an hour. Dad comes back,
changed into a wrinkled purple silk shirt and red pants, holding a case full of lion
suit and a snap-sealed plastic tub.
"Look what I bought," he tells me. "It's a blurred forgery of a salad. Cost
nine US dollars. Would you care for some?"
You know, my dad is always very polite to me. Even when he's painted blue
or hanging off the roof
"OK. Are there croutons?"
"There are things shaped like croutons."
We eat the rubber. It's wet. My dad offers to make better croutons, more
nutritious, out of the leftover felt.
"Why did you bring a lion suit on our holiday?"
He looks pensive. "Maybe for emergencies. "
"It really sucks that you won't let up even for one week. "
My dad rubs at his chin. Then he says, "Wait. Wait there." He gives me the
case and walks off I lie back and listen to Prozac Laurie Anderson talk about the
weather. After a while I open my eyes and there is - yes - my father, dressed in
pale trousers and a careful shirt, his hair slicked down, wearing an actual watch,
which he is consulting earnestly. "Come on," he says, "we'll be late." And he offers
me his arm. It is a most studious performance. His shoes are stolid brown.
I follow him across the vast departure hall. Our feet make no sound. He
walks with total authenticity; his sleeves rolled just so. I'm smiling now, and as we
approach the gate, I take out the head of the lion suit and fit it
on my shoulders.

S p ace Machine
Afichael Winkler
A diamond-eyed apothecary in Riyadh
waves blue smoke from his stone pestle.
An Inuit ranger bends to flick fragments
from the gore of a frozen caribou.
On ew Guinea's roof, a penis-gourded petty thief
blames it all on his mum.
W hile I , me; I sit here, shouldering the boulder of my
dun-coloured diurnal:
The deadlines, the infernal computer, terminal;
doing today what I can do again tomorrow.
A flounder flicks dust on a camel-coloured seabed;
Big Ben tolls three for a wharfie's third divorce.
The six pinched corners of my skull squeeze narrower,
flattening into monochrome.
The lives I divine, versus
the one I'm left here living.
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We W-tll Have Images
(after reading Denise Levertov)

Lorin Ford
Her fruit:
tangerine, nectarine, river,

the tang of it,

how love sticks to skin in the afternoon
amber, even the buzz of flies

Honey: preservative; the properties of
Earth-crusted jars from the excavations
The fine brushes, the gloves of
archaeology
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Images
are not enough, but we
will have them

last

In a honey jar, slowly, they
congeal
in the wake of

the world that's
leaving
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The Harried and Erratic Life of Ala-ud-din
Gerald Roche
Ala-ud-din could feel the sweat on the back of his neck. Someone was calling him
a brotherfucker and breaking his nose with their rifle butt, so he reached for his
gun and shot the other man. The other man died.
Ala-ud-din could feel the sweat on the back of his neck. He was calling someone a
brotherfucker and breaking their nose with his rifle butt, so the man reached for
his gun and shot Ala-ud-din. Ala-ud-din died.
On a jeep bonnet under the sun, two men squatted and stared into the distance.
"What you are saying makes no sense," said Ala-ud-din. He squinted into
the sun and pulled at the tuft of hair beneath his lower lip. The bonnet of the jeep
was warm under him. "Are you telling me that this thing called robot looks like a
man, but it is actually built by other men, like a car?" A small sarcastic spasm
rippled across his forehead as he patted the bonnet.
The other man nodded gravely, unaware of Ala-ud-din's scepticism. He
squinted into the sun and pulled at the tuft of hair on his lower lip. "You
understand the truth, Ala-ud-din. "
"And you fear this robot?"
"I do. "
"Then tell me this. Can a robot believe in a God, or take a wife, or kill a man?"
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"A robot cannot believe in a God, and it cannot take a wife, Ala-ud-din. But
a robot can kill a man."
"Bah!"
Ala-du-din stood up and glared down at the other man. His head eclipsed
the sun. "We have nothing to fear from a man who does not believe in a God and
cannot take a ""ife. "
"Ala-ud-din, you smell worse than a camel's arse, and your thoughts are as
valuable as the shit that comes out of one." The man shook his head sadly, slowly.
"I have already told you - too many times already! - that a robot is not a man, it
is a machine that men make. "
Shadow-faced and sun-haloed, Ala-ud-din replied, spitting with every word.
".My friend, you are supremely stupid, and you must spend a lot of time fornicating
""ith horses, if you take the time to care whether this robot - which you say can
kill us - is a machine or a creature. Your infamous breath smells like a prison
latrine in summer. Your parents have seen your anus too much, you inbred ass, and
your love of going with sheep is famous amongst strangers. "
"Ala-ud-din," said the other man, and paused. " . .. your beard is truly
humorous."
In the stifling silence which followed, Ala-ud-din slowly swung his AK-47
from his back round to his side. He fingered the trigger, and a long tense moment
passed. "Fawad, if we were not cousins, you would be dead now. Go to your
mother."
And when Ala-ud-din was alone, he held a hand gingerly up to the side of
his face.

The sun was hot. Later on, the snow would be cold. It didn't matter.
Even though they broke his nose, killed his family, and were committing genocide
against his people, Ala-ud-din, a 16 -year-old Tajik boy from Badakhshan, had
joined the Taliban because they had style, ambition, and a certain masculine flair.
He enjoyed their company, understood some of their ideas, and seemed naturally
predisposed to the violence which they required him to carry out. The Taliban
were organised, they were winning. They had a vision for the future, and managed
to successfully maintain a set of strict dress and grooming regulations. Fighting for
the Taliban against a loose coalition of small resistance groups was the best time of
Ala-ud-din's short life. If he had been able to grow a beard of regulation length and
shape, it would have been paradise on earth.
On the cold, lonely mountainside, Ala-ud-din sat in the snow with his back to a
small stone cairn. It was three o'clock in the morning and he was keeping watch.
Everything had been proceeding quietly up until the moment when a bright light
had begun slowly descending out of the cold black sky.
Ala-ud-din didn't know if the light was an angel, or a helicopter, or a robot.
If he had known about aliens, he might have thought to wonder if the bright light
was aliens, too.
Confused, embarrassed and angry, and with no idea what else to do, Ala-ud
din fired at the light and called it an indiscriminate everything-which-moves-or
breathes-fucker until it went away.
Ala-ud-din jumped up on the jeep's bonnet and yelled at the crowd, "Hey! Look at
me! LOOK AT ME! !!!"
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The desert was a hot empty place, seemingly occupied only by two men. Ala-ud
din was tall, lean, and young. He buzzed with an unspecified energy and moved in
a large-scale variety of Brownian motion around an invisibly fixed point. The other
man was grey-haired, still, and short. When he spoke, it was with a powerful and
considered voice, each word carrying an air of necessity.
"Brother, I tell you honestly, that to survive I need neither food, nor sleep,
nor water, but only the power of God's love."
"You are very definitely one of those perverts who goes with children, or
you are sick in the head." Ala-ud-din continued jumping from foot to foot. The
old man remained motionless.
"Ala-ud-din, please be calm. If you are to survive in this desert, you must
trust me. In order to trust me, you must understand me. To understand me, you
must listen carefully with an open heart to my story. "
" I have no desire whatsoever to listen to you, or understand you, or trust
you. You and your children's tales of giant worms and the love of God are like so
much camel sperm to me, you inconsequential insect. All I want to do is to cross
this desert, and to tell my commander that the rest of my unit is dead."
The elder man adjusted his robes and placed a hand on Ala-ud-din's
shoulder. " If you do not become calm, and pay me some heed, you will die here
Ala-ud-din, as much as if you had died in battle. Except, instead of being shot, you
will starve, or die of thirst, or the worms of the sand will snatch you from
underneath, whether you believe in them or not, and you will die like an idiot
instead of a martyr. Please - make yourself still Ala-ud-din, and listen to me. "
Ala-ud-din spat on the ground to his left.
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In a sudden paroxysm of meaninglessness, he then yelled "THANKY OU!
THANKYOU! THANKYOU! THANKY OU! THANK! THA! THA! rnAi"
The thick spittle at the corner of his mouth was yellow. Ala-ud-din breathed
in and crouched down.
There in the desert, the sun was hot. Far away in the mountains, the snow
was cold. It didn't matter. Ala-ud-din opened his mouth despite it all, and spoke.
"Go ahead then, tell me about your love, and your giant sand worms, you anus
mouthed cunt

of a dead ..,.,.,."

The other man also squatted down. Ala-ud-din bit on his bottom lip hard.
His head was full of aggressive thoughts and he knew that the other man had been
looking at his beard. He listened to the story.
Ala-ud-din hadn't known where Yemen was when he was taken there for special
training. Before he arrived, he suspected that the people there would be immoral
and ignorant barbarians who would speak like animals, and whose breath would
smell like pork and alcohol. He managed to confirm these suspicions by studiously
avoiding all contact with anyone from Yemen. Instead, he stayed in the training
camp, learning how to use various weapons, how to smuggle opium, and how to
kidnap someone and communicate ransom demands to their government. When
he left Yemen, a year later, he was also an expert on what foul, degraded people
foreigners are, as well as the totally illogical and random way that people in other
countries conducted their affairs. On the boat on the way home, he fell in love
with a woman for the first time.
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At the back of a thin alley one night in Kandahar, Ala-ud-din was standing silently
with a group of other men and watching; watching an unveiled girl on a chair
smoke a cigarette. Each time she lit a new cigarette, she would put the match out
on her tongue. Ala-ud-din could just afford to watch her smoke three full
cigarettes.
This ,,:as the sort of thing that made coming to town worthwhile.
The blood jumped up and became something else as it blinded my eyes. I ran
forward in the snow, and the snow was cold as it fell fast against my face. It didn't
hurt. I held my gun forward and away from my body. Each part of the gun was
cold to touch, and the blood froze on the barrel until I fired it. Then the gun was
hot. I didn't know if the blood was mine. I felt a pain in my knee. My mind was
empty and I saw everything very clearly. I ran and I ran through the snow; with my
gun held away from my body. When I saw another man run towards me, I fired my
gun. I always fired first, because I had a clear head, good eyes, and a pure heart. I
was very hungry, but I could still concentrate. Some parts of my body had frozen
in the night and had turned black. My toes had turned black. I didn't feel pain, I
just felt the desire to live a little longer. Running through the snow, firing my gun,
the desire to live a little longer was the same as the desire to kill the other man. I
ran forward. I kept running forward. The snow fell downward. The ground slipped
away backwards. Only my heart stayed in place, beating in, and then out. In, and
then out.
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Ala-ud-din jumped up on the jeep's bonnet and yelled at the crowd. "I have come
here to tell you all about the truth of God's love which will liberate you from
yourself, and which will protect you from robot attack! "
"You haven't even got a proper beard!" shouted someone i n the crowd.
The mud room was small, square and poorly lit by the morning sun. The three
men in the room were tired from a long night. One of them was tied to a chair and
had a badly bruised face. Ala-ud-din stood behind a table in front of the man, and
on the table between them was something foreign and unprecedented.
"Ask him what it is again," said Ala-ud-din to the third man, who then
yelled something in a foreign language to the man on the chair. After receiving a
rasping, whispered reply, he translated. "He says it is something called a piano
accordion."
"And what is it for?!"
"He says that it is for making music with."
"Tell him that if that thing is for making music with, then my perineum is
made of jade and tastes like honey! Tell him that if he lies to me one more time,
I'll cut his ball sac of a face open from one side to the other, and then, pull the
fingernails off his left hand and ask him the question again!"
"He says that it is for making music - truly. He wants to show you how."
The man on the chair raised his eyes up to Ala-ud-din, who barked into his
face. "Ill-bred foreign masturbator, do you really think that I am so fresh from my
mother's cunt that I am ignorant enough to let you touch your little death
machine? Do I look like one of the idiots who allows himself to be killed by

clumsy foreign spies? Or is everybody in your country so stupid that this trick
would work on them!?"
After a few seconds of babble from the man in the chair, the translator
reported, "Now I can't understand him any more. He is crying too much. "
"Bah, I'm going now. I want you to burn the gum away from the top two
front teeth. Burn it away with a hot piece of metal. Pull the teeth out and show
him ho,v you can smash them very easily with a hammer. Then, use something
small and hard - use a bullet tip or a knife - and poke around the wound in his
mouth. If he remains conscious, ask him about the machine again. Ask him what
he knows about robots. If he passes out, wait for him to wake up, then shoot him.
Do vou understand?"
Ala-ud-din's heart was breaking. (Under the moon on a hillside, in a bird's egg
beneath a tamarisk tree, an insect was dying.)
After Ala-ud-din's training, he had only remained alive and fighting for a few short
years. But they were busy, violent, and enjoyable years. He fought in many
campaigns, all over the country, and met and worked with distinguished people
from many walks of life. He managed to stay alive during dangerous times, while
many others did not, and though he should have risen to some sort of notoriety by
his uncanny ability to not get killed, he somehow managed to remain one of the
rank and file right up until the day he died. The whole time, he suspected that it
was nothing more than his inability to grow a rich, full beard, which had prevented
him from taking his rightful place in the upper echelons of the Taliban.
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The General addressed Ala-ud-din. "Is this the man who stole your destiny?"
"Yes," said Ala-ud-din, glaring at the thin, hollow-faced man who squatted
in the dark corner of the room. "This is the man. " The General pulled the door
shut, and stood for a minute with his fingers gripping the bridge of his nose.
"Truly, Ala-ud-din, this is a serious offence this man has committed against you and against God. A man's destiny is his sacred property; given to him
by our creator." Ala-ud-din and the General both pulled at the tuft of hair on their
lower lips and looked at each other. It was Ala-ud-din who broached the
ponderous silence.
"You speak truly General. This vagina-mouthed pig's anus has committed a
great sin. If you leave me with this useless donkey's dick, I will gladly dig his eyes
out and remove the skin from his arms. I will beat him until he is almost dead.
Then, I will take him outside, and leave him tied to a rock in the sun, with only a
handful of broken fingers free and a pile of wet goat-shit to eat. He will die slowly
and with great pain. I will have my destiny returned to me, and my honour too. "
The General placed a firm hand on Ala-ud-din's shoulder and looked him in
the eyes. "No Ala-ud-din. Your time of great and remarkable violence - which is
all our time - is over. Now we must all join together and build social order, not
more chaos - we must have methodical justice. This man will be dealt with
according to the law. Rest assured - his offence is serious and his punishment will
be too."
For a minute or so, Ala-ud-din responded to this statement with a burlesque
display of sub-human writhing and screeching. Over time, his gestures became less
widely distributed, and the guttural noises he was producing became more refined,
and started to resemble speech. And after finally letting loose a high-speed string

of im·entive and densely incomprehensible profanities, Ala-ud-din managed to
constrict his vocalisations enough for them to become decipherable.
"It is fine and easy for you to say these things!" he said. "And although I
respect you, I also think that you were born from an unholy union between a
prostitute and a monkey With all your degenerate stupidity, you could not
understand the pain of wandering the earth without a destiny of your own: to have
your fortune decided by every whim of the universe, every random thought of
each idiot you meet on the street. To drift nowhere for no purpose and to achieve
nothing with every effort. It is a terrible life I have been living, and I want
someone other than myself to suffer for it. If you stop me from obtaining justice I
"'ill take you apart piece by piece, and anyone else who tries to stop me. "
Ala-ud-din did not notice that the General's hand was reaching towards his
pistol.
"Perhaps, Ala-ud-din, when your destiny is returned to you, you will be able
to grow a new beard. " But before the last word was even finished, or the trigger
was fully pulled, Ala-ud-din had his fingers inside the other man's eye-sockets.
When Ala-ud-din saw the soldiers torturing the wounded horse in the middle of
the small village, his first thought was to get the children inside so that they
wouldn't have to watch it going on.
His second thought was to go back and torture the men.
However, once he had all the children inside one of the houses, he found
that the sound of the screaming horse was disturbing them. He couldn't bring
himself to leave the wide-eyed and frightened children huddled there like that, so
he bent down and began talking to them. "What's the matter, haven't you ever
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heard a horse laugh when it is being tickled?" he said. And then he picked the
children up, one by one, and shook them awkwardly until they giggled.
Ala-ud-din marched the convoy of prisoners along the road. The sun was hot.
Simultaneously, somewhere else, the snow was cold. It didn't matter. If any of the
prisoners fell down, Ala-ud-din shot them.
None of the prisoners had eaten anything for the last four days, nor would
they ever eat again. They were given only enough water to keep them alive. When
the destination was reached, some of the prisoners would be tortured for
information on enemy positions. Some would be publicly executed for public
entertainment. Some would be taken into a small room, would be beaten savagely,
and then asked to draw a picture of a robot. Others still would be used for live
target practice by young recruits, or marched out across mine-fields with guns
trained on their backs.
While they were moving in single file along the hot road, the prisoners
looked like ants. They looked like a column of ants. Occasionally; one of them
would stop and shake its hard, black body in the air. Another one might spray acid
out of its abdomen for no particular reason. When they reached their destination,
all the ants would go back underground with whatever seeds or grasshopper parts
they happened to be carrying. The food would be taken to a central processing
chamber, where it would be chewed up into a fine pulp, before being fed to white,
squirming larvae. The tiny black ants never wondered why they couldn't eat the
seeds or the grasshopper parts that they carried. None of the ants had a brain.
Instead they had nerve cell bundles, which acted as co-ordination centres,
scattered around their bodies.

The first brainless ant in the convoy followed a thin trail of pheromone
oYer the Yastness of space, a trail which said, "This way home," and which had
been deposited by one of the outgoing ants. At the terminal end of the convoy,
the final ant slowly let go a trickle of pheromone. It ran down the inside of one of
its three thighs, and then onto the ground. The pheromone said: "This way to
seeds and grasshopper parts. "
For this reason, ants don't lose their way very easily, despite how small they
are in relation to the immensity of life and space.
Although Ala-ud-din had made many enemies amongst other Taliban members
during his life, it was not any of the people that he had randomly insulted or
battered who killed him. Nor was it a member of any of the opposition militias,
nor a foreign mercenary, nor a spy. Rather, when Ala-ud-din met his end, it was in
a peaceful city at the hands of a civilian, a member of a mob that had engulfed him
during a fit of rage after he had delivered an impromptu and nonsensical sermon
from a jeep bonnet one day. Chances are that with his lack of luck, Ala-ud-din
could have gone on living through unsafe times for a good while yet. Instead he
took it upon himself to impart a little of his irregular wisdom to the people and
was rewarded by being dragged to the ground and beaten. Briefly, Ala-ud-din
fought back. But to no avail. The second he had entrusted his fate to the crowd,
they opted to distribute it amongst themselves by tearing him and his pointless
ideas to pieces. As they tore one piece from another, they noticed that some
pieces were hot and others were cold. It didn't matter.

Ala-ud-din sat in front of a tattered, hungry looking burkha. "Listen," he said, "I
don't want any complications. I just want to slip it in like a horse in a field would."
Then he held out his gun and lifted up the edge of the burkha. It was empty. It
was just a burkha, inside and out.
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retroflexion #I
elena knox
An ambulance in drag, a red white shriek.
Someone be mother, I am lost to this
e x t r a v a g a n c e , s h e ' s g o n e u n d e r,
s o m e o n e s i n g , b r i n g t h i n g s , s h e 's
drowned in a din of spitfire snares deep
deep beats and people's hips and lips
white by black.light. She sold strength and
she isn't , not any more the witch with the
waratah heart more tempting than
transfusion, the head nods and lolls and
my mouth's a desert, my tongue's cactus,
I tried catching her but she reverse grew
through the earth and I found her down.
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Eloise andJolene
¼nessa Berry
The cleaners polish the interior of the observation deck windows. They liquefy the
view with chemical-blue spray then wipe it clear. Their work is quiet and from this
height the city looks serene and silent, the streets below as ordered as a circuit
diagram. The planes angling up from the airport provide the only noticeable
movement. They reflect the newly risen sun in stars of glare as they cross the sky.
The cleaner in charge of the south-eastern slice has a habit of testing the
binoculars by focussing on the pool beside the War Memorial. Ever since she
watched a group of people being dragged from it by the police she has hoped for
something as interesting. This morning she watches two girls sitting by the edge of
the pool. They are hunched over and she cannot see their faces, only their black
hair and jackets.
The girls by the pool have forgotten their real names. Their new identities
are based on the lyrics from last night's jukebox picks. Eloise and Jolene are
wriggling their hands in the water, watching their distorted fingers tremble. Words
slide out of their memories as they speak them, and when they look up from the
pool the park is hyperreal, as if they are inside a photorealist painting.
Joggers pass by; each of their steps unleashing a tiny puff of fresh air. They
are as healthy as saplings, converting carbon dioxide to oxygen by the
wholesomeness of their morning.

"They smell of orsca," Eloise says, "of Scandinavian health resorts, of diet
and exercise. "
"Their sneakers. . . like running on marshmallows. .. "
The joggers' apartments are pages from furniture catalogues, showroom
perfect. Their past lives are contained in suburban storage lockers, the type of
place that buzzes with the energy of objects both precious and irrelevant.
"Everyone around us, I can feel their story. I can taste that man's breakfast. I can
see how we look through that girl's eyes. Are you with me?"
"I'm with you."
The dancers writhe like cockroaches stranded on their backs. Limbs everywhere,
strobe lights flashing against black PVC. Their white faces bob, as if someone on
the ceiling is pulling the strings of paper moons. A man wearing a shirt made of
elaborate buckles triggers the smoke machine and the dancers are lost in a cloud.
Marta is perched on a bar stool, drinking something luminous from a plastic
cup. They take turns giving her airy hugs, as if she is breakable.
"You two should stay;" she says, handing Jolene a tiny plastic bag.
"Not dressed like this," Jolene says, poking twenty five dollars into Marta's
packet of cigarettes.
Marta looks them over. Heavy metal t-shirts and vinyl skirts that pull across
the hips. Electric blue eyelids and greasy pink lips.
"We've been to that gross pub that always has the Miss Nude competitions-"
"We sat through almost all of an AC/DC tribute band-"
"What?"
"We're metal chicks tonight."
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"You look cool," Marta lies.
She flutters goodbye with her lacy fingers as they edge their way towards
the bathrooms. Inside, many- legged monsters emerge from the cubicles, sniffling
towards the mirror, where they whiten their faces and check their bird's-nest
hairdos. The triangle with head and legs painted on the door is irrelevant, the boys
and girls look much the same and no one cares to make the distinction.
In here the music is muffled, as if they are underwater. The back of the
cubicle door has been hacked by a knife, rendering the graffiti unreadable. Someone
hisses don't fucking blow it everywhere, idiot from the next stall as Jolene flattens
herself against the partition. Eloise picks open the bag with her fingernails.
"Here. "
They study the dead insects collected in the light fitting above them as the
paper dissolves under their tongues. Then they twist the lock and push into the
smell of dry ice and hairspray.
Within half an hour they know the walls will start crawling, and people will
look oily and sinister.
"We can't stay here. "
"We need a taxi. "
Eloise is sweating in front of a Chinese restaurant. The sheen on her forehead
echoes the glossy photographs of noodle dishes. Inside a soup she finds the Crab
Nebula, surrounded by starry maidens. They turn slowly, following the corkscrew
twist of the universe. The next universe floats with slices of beef that become
wooden dogs. They snap at each other clumsily.
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Jolene is yelling into a payphone. She's talking to Richard Simmons, who
frustrates her by shrieking "Let's Sweeeeaaaaat!" down the phone and nothing else.
"Hey!" says the parked car beside her. "That phone doesn't work."
"Huh?"
"IT DOES 'T WORK.
"Does for us. "
She holds the phone away from her ear, desperate.
"Richard won't help us."
Eloise gulps at the noodle universe.
"Your face is gleaming. Sweating. "
In the next shop headless mannequins in casual menswear stand to
attention. "Cnderneath white skivvies they can see the gentle rise and fall of
breathing. They move closer to stare.
" o... heads... "
"Did they ever have heads?"
"How are they alive?"
Stepping back, their ghostly shadows come into focus on the window.
Smeary white faces with gigantic eyes hover over the breathing mannequins.
II

Two layers of glass separate them from a girl wearing a red uniform and peaked
cap. Eloise is trying to bargain but the girl points to the keypad of her cash
register, which has buttons covered in miniature script.
"I can't do anything about it. It's a package," she says. "The Austradventure
Movie is really fun."
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"Listen, we just want to go up the tower. We've already been waiting hours
for it to open. "
The stand-off lasts thirty seconds before they push money through the
tunnel in the plexiglass. The girl stabs the keypad with her fake nails and a
machine squeezes out two strips of flimsy paper. Half of these tickets are
exchanged for an elevator. The other halves crumple inside their coat pockets.
Instead of numbers, the elevator display has an outline of the building with
a red light indicating their progress.
"Up the stem of a tulip."
"Up the neck of a goose," they chant to distract themselves from the speed
of the lift and the way it jolts around.
W hen the lift doors open the brightness is shocking. It is as if all the city's
glare, from the harbour and reflective, blue office towers to cars and metal cafe
tables, has been channelled and poured into the observation deck. Their eyes
widen to accommodate this influx of light. They walk to the windows and press
their palms against the cold glass.
Behind them, a guide with an immense, painted mouth recounts the tale of
colonial invasion to a group of tourists. This story is from primary school. A shaky
coloured pencil drawing comes to life in Eloise's mind, a boat wobbles across a
wavering blue line, then stops to disgorge stick figures in hats. Jolene squints at
the harbour and tries to imagine away the city.
"I can't think of it any other way than this ... " she murmurs. The buildings
are trembling like blades of grass, a lawn of grey.
"Let's try the eastern suburbs, everyone there has a swimming pool. "

They push through the tour group, streaking through the video footage
shot
by an American man. His wife, who is wearing a matching sweater,
being
exhales noisily in protest. They don't hear her, they are rushing to the windows
that look over the park and the east side of the city. Cars stream down William
Street like blood cells through an artery.
"I think I can see one. "
Eloise peers through the binoculars. Her lashes flutter in protest as if they
are trying to blink away the enlarged city. The binoculars roam over the park and
the cathedral, past tower blocks and billboards, then relax on a pale lozenge of
light blue.
"I've found one."
Jolene is crying with laughter. Her eyes are glassy with tears, which run down her
face in shiny streams. Although she doesn't realise it, Eloise is laughing too, and
the taxi driver leans around the plastic shell that encases his seat to watch them.
"Something's very funny," he says.
It is something to do with the Irish guy in the goth club who kept asking
them if they knew of a place thatplayed something a little 'arder? and how instead of
replying, Jolene had tipped a glass of water over her head.
"It - felt - so - good - "
She gasps and rolls her head back and forth, laughing about the loose
feeling in her neck and how it makes her feel as if her head is about to roll off her
shoulders.
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Their wet eyes view the lights outside as long, snaky streams, like a time
delay photograph. The city is sunk in between these points of light, hidden in
folds of black velvet.
"I can't breathe this taxi anymore. "
The driver is ignoring the knocking on his shell.
" You have to stop!"
He stabs the air conditioning up to maximum and tells them to wait until
they are out of traffic.
"Please sir," Jolene laughs, repeating it until the words morph into one
another to become please her, then surplice, then police her.
He switches the radio on, and an advertisement for online dating blurts
from the corners of the taxi. Outside the traffic is thick. Couples are driving home
from restaurant dinners, spiky haired boys are nodding along to their stereos, and
intent drivers hunch over their steering wheels. He leans on the horn for a
moment in general protest at their lack of movement.
"Shut up Jolene, let's leg it. Eloise's whisper is a hot fumbling thing in her
ear. "When I count to three, open the door and run for it. I 'll meet you at that
cannon at the corner of the park. "
" Police her-"
"One-"
"Police her-"
"Two -"
"Police her-"
"Three-"
11
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"I'm looking for a wife," says Alan, the tiny man in the black and white striped
satin shirt. "I have a house in Mascot - you come live with me?"
"You can't marry both of us. "
Alan is drinking with his friends from Mitre IO Hardware in the back bar of
the Corner Hotel. Whenever someone opens the door to the other half of the
pub, a burst of AC/DC surges in and he winces.
"I do not like this music. Elvis Presley, yes. Not this."
"C'mon Al, Aussie rock!" one of his workmates scolds. The group looks
embarrassed by Alan, whose flushed cheeks shine with drunken exuberance.
"Give 'em a break , Al. "
He leaves his motley group of workmates and follows the girls to the
jukebox. "I have good job, but I 'm lonely, " he persists.
"Here's your song. "
Dolly Parton's reed-thin voice shrills ''.Jolene" in an ascending spiral then tumbles
back again, and the newly named Jolene clicks her fingers and swings her hips.
"You are reborn as... Jolene!"
Alan is still at their elbows. "What you girls do?"
"We're dancers. Exotic dancers. "
They point to the posters for Miss Nude 2 0 04. Alan squints at the
curvaceous lettering and then back at them.
____
"I have a good job," he repeats. "I will buy you beer. "
They imagine life with Alan. Every morning, he'd get up early to go to work
at Mitre 1 0 . They'd sleep in to at least midday, then lounge around, painting each
others' toenails and watching television. Lunch would be soft-centred chocolates
from the boxes Alan bought them, they'd toss the wrappers on the floor and
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squash the flavours they didn't like. The house would have a swimming pool and
they'd spend summers floating on inflatable mattresses with in-built drink holders.
The drinks would always be cocktails.
"What about night-time, when Alan comes home?''
"Would he want us separately or together?"
"Hopefully not at all."
At the bar Alan is removing a hundred dollar note from his wallet to pay for
the drinks. He winks at them and waves the money back and forth.
"Look. He 's going to buy us."
Jolene turns back to the jukebox. "Who cares. You need a name. "
Once they descend from the tower they lose the God's-eye perspective that makes
anywhere seem accessible. They can't remember exactly which direction the
swimming pool is in, so they return to the park. Old men in bad suits prowl
around the rubbish bins. On the grass, two people in baggy white pyjamas are
practising a martial art involving swords. At the end of the path the fountain is
spouting chandeliers of water.
"Here?"
Bronze mythical figures glare at them with goat-faces, and they can't go any
closer.
"They're watching us. "
They listen to the fountain's incessant hiss. The water must go down into
the earth, right through to the core, where it evaporates against the red-hot
centre. The fountain is a portal"Let's ask this man."
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o one can find them a pool. The joggers ignore them, businessmen
increase their pace, other refugees from the night before want to help but are too
wasted.
"We need Alan. "
"Don't. "
Beyond the park they enter the rush of William Street. In a catering
supplies store their faces are reflected in hundreds of silver knives. Audis and
Saabs leer at them through the glass of exotic car dealerships.
"Excuse me, do you know where we can find a swimming pool? We only
want it for half an hour."
The guy pauses and scratches behind his ear with the hand he's using to
hold his beer. His face is stubbled with painful acne, and his eyes glow red at the
rims.
"Yeah... know where there's one. Gotta climb over a fence, but. "
He walks with his beer hand in front of him, at right angles to his body.
They whisper that he's a Lego man, his elbows and knees interlock, and his hair
lifts off in one neat segment. The Lego for adults series. The figures could have
tiny beer bottles to fit their little semicircular hands.
"Is it far?" Their anxious looks say he's going to kill us. Their twenty minute
walk has been very quiet. This guy isn't much of a talker.
"In there. " He points to a village of apartment buildings and swigs on his
beer. "Want me ta show ya?"
"We'll find it."
ext to the 'Private Property' warning sign he salutes them with his bottle
and turns back. Despite being surrounded by hundreds of apartments, they can see
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no one, and hear nothing but the ambient sound of traffic . Some balconies feature
clothes racks draped with drying underwear, others are guarded by jade trees in
fancy glazed pots. Outdoor furniture ghosts the shape of bodies, but the buildings
look abandoned.
"It's deserted. This pool is ours."
Behind a tall metal fence they can hear the water filter humming. Jolene
climbs first. She takes off her shoes and grips the bars with her toes. She teeters at
the top, but manages to swing herself around to the other side and jump down.
Eloise follows, and their hands scrabble at the metal ball on top of the pool gate,
working out which way to pull. It yields, the gate glides open and they tiptoe over
the damp pebblecrete.
Lying in their mismatched underwear, water laps at their skin and liberates
their hair. The water feels delicious and they sigh with pleasure. At this moment,
they have lost everything but their bodies. It has all peeled back: their weak legs in
the elevator; their fingers wriggling in the memorial pool; the shop window
universes; the taxi driver screaming after them; the goths struggling through
clouds of dry ice; Alan's rosy, eager face.
Everything that has brought them to this point they have forgotten. Their
memories evaporate and float away like smoke. Underneath drifts two blank
creatures. They are nothings.
When the frizzy haired woman in cargo pants appears, hissing into a mobile
phone, they barely notice her. She is no longer anything they can understand.
" You better get out quick. They're on their way. "
But they can't hear her, and don't respond.
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Dear Elliott
Sean Af Whelan
Elliott Smith, you stabbed yourself in the heart today.
I heard the moan and the sharp exhale of breath and because a sound that big
can't just be contained in the now, it echoed far into the future and the past.
This gave me time to catch the first flight to Los Angeles;
at LAX airport I bribed a baggage handler for your address.
He couldn't speak because every time he opened his mouth,
birds flew out.
This only happens,
he wrote on my arm,
when I wake up needing nothing.
And he wrote your address there too with feathers poking from the corners of his
mouth.
As I was running up your street
I heard you moan again and I knew this was a repeat.
I stood outside with your address dripping down my arm and I watched the sound
of dying ripple out of the house in waves, flowing forward to the past and back to
the future.
In your apartment
I stood at the foot of your bed and I tried to remind myself
that crying near the dying is like placing their leaking little row boat into a raging
storm.
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So I started singing one of your songs instead but you opened your eyes and told me
to shut the fuck up because listening to me sing was just like dying all over again.
I sat on the bed feeling awkward,
looking everywhere else in the room except at the knife.
You said Do me a solid will you? I don 't need this anymore and you looked down
towards your chest.
I drew the knife out like some kind of indie-rock Excalibur.
I stared at the blade and in the blood still clinging, I saw hundreds of tiny letters
swimming around.
An alphabet tomato soup.
What are these? I said.
Unwritten songs, you told me. But they 'llfade away soon. They hate the light. I did too,
until I died, now light is all there is.
And you flung your hand forward as if the room was full of it.
As if the room was all there was.
I caught a plane to stop you.
Why? you said.
Because when I listen to you sing all the walls in my house become transparent.
You laughed and said That's why I'm here andyou trying to stop it is like stabbing a river
to stop itfrom flooding
Then you started to sing, the walls turned transparent and I saw your girlfriend
approaching before she arrived.
She entered the room, the film ran backwards, the knife returned to your chest, I
opened my mouth and the room filled with birds.

faith and the ferret
athan Curnow
between what the gospels
do and do not say is a giant
chasm excavated by a pick
axe wielding ferret who has
forgotten what he is meant
to be discovering at the
bottom of a towering cliff
face that envelopes him and
all he might unearth in a
darkness
that claimed his
eyesight
years
before
the
drug
addiction
took
advantage
of
his
wellmeaning
search
for
through
enlightenment
prolonged experiments with
opium
and
LSD
that
a
church has agreed to throw
down to him on condition
he
communicate
his
progress by floating smoke
rings to the surface of what
some people might regard
as the mouth of a billowing
volcano.
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A Minute
Justin Treyvaud
See, 'cos I need you
to take me to all
the tall buildings.
Need you. Need you
to take me so close,
and all the while
I'm fighting
the urge to jump off
'Cos, I'm on the verge
of tears here. It's almost
all I can do not to
lose it for the most
part of everything and
all I can say is
just wait a minute
I need a minute
I'll be right
I'll be right.
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And we both know it'll
probably be cool soon.
Really cool, ace, back
to normal, or something
(at the very least)
regular. But the important
part is we're both here,
together in this bit that's
crap and that in the
moment to come, when
the crap bit is gone,
we'll still be here
together and you'll still
be smelling like vanilla
like you did before
(and mostly during)
the awful. But for now,
when I say just a moment,
I'll be right, you're
saying I know, I know.
And I believe you.
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Uses for Seal-Top Bags #5
¼nessa Berry
The holy assembly of bottles and cans was lined up on the kitchen bench.
"I baptise you in the name of Brasso, of Mr Sheen, of Spray and Wipe!"
" . .. and Windex, don't forget Windex. "
"Windex!"
They took turns swigging from a bottle of pre-mixed martini. Then they
ripped the drumsticks from a cold roast chicken and used them as microphones.
Candy tried to tango with the vacuum cleaner but instead fell into the velveteen
lap of a lounge chair.
"How much do we get for this anyway?"
"Thirty. But I did the bathroom so you only get ten. I pulled a wig worth of
hair out of the drain in the shower. "
"Yuck . .. let's eat more."
They crumpled the foil around the chicken and shoved it back into the
fridge. Further exploration revealed desserts. They raided boxes of chocolates,
shaved off slices of cheesecake, poked their fingers into a jelly.
"Let's play that game where I blindfold you and then put something in your
hand and you have to guess what it is. "
"No, let's play the one where you have to guess what something is by the
smell."
"I don't trust you."
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"Hey, how much water should I put in this?"
"They're not going to notice, the bottle was dusty."
"That means it has our fingerprints all over it. "
Karen waved the Brasso. "Polish it. "
"Stupid... hey, do you think they have ice-cream?"
The top shelf of the freezer was a construction of microwave meals, slabs of
meat and sacks of frozen vegetables. Below it were rows of identical freezer bags,
marked with dates and times.
"What are they?"
Candy picked a bag.
"Tuesday 3rd September 2002, 3.45 pm."
She unsealed the bag and poked the clumps of ice and grit inside.
"They're hailstones. "
Karen was already digging through the freezer.
"There's hailstones in here from 1994!"
"Melt them!"
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dead p enguins

Nathan Curnow

what does death look like? is it a triangle?
Our children have started asking us questions about death. We talk with them
over breakfast about Jesus and heaven, careful to introduce the subjects with the
words... some people think. My natural reaction has been to explain what life is, but
that's been just as difficult. If someone asked if I was really living could I be sure
that I was doing it?
and what ifthere were two moons fightingfor the tide?
I sit on the beach and watch my daughters chase the surf into the ocean. The
waves stretch up and they come running back, desperate to save their toes. I
wonder if this is their way of coming to terms with the horizon. How they
problem solve space and time; life's push and pull so unrelenting they think to
treat it like a game.

ifthe heart is a muscle. . . can you stretch it?
There are break-rocks at the bottom of the cliffs at the place where the beach
ends. I have been staring at them each time I come down but have resisted the

urge to visit. Some people I know can't sit on a beach until they've walked it back
and forth. I suspect it's an organised religion. My friend, Lewis, walks it every
night to avoid a second bypass.
who colleds the dead penguins that wash up on the beach?
My eldest daughter and I discover the bodies of six fairy penguins as we walk
along the shore; infants thrown from the wreckage. They are entangled in weed,
lying vulnerable to dogs and we tum our eyes as quickly as we see them. I tell her
that the tide will pick them up and mutter something of the working moon. Some
people, I guess, think: Jesus.
what does radar mean? do all of us have onefor home?
Leaving her on the beach, I climb to the top of the break-rocks and notice a small
path beyond. It runs through the bushes, below the pigeons in the cliff face that
watch a short stretch before the comer. I climb down and the two of us tum back,
sometimes we string out along the sand, as if we calmly have to practise that
moment when we'll part.

Codex/Logos
Paul Currion
1.

Fire in the Hole

The smell is like a barbecue, which I remember from the days before I came to
the city. It's like crackling sausages but harder and quicker. It's very warm here,
which I wasn't expecting, because it's only March and the nights are still too long.
It's the heat which has woken me.
I was sleeping in one of the alleyways behind the old power station which
looks new again with a glass crown. Now things are moving around me like thieves
coming to take my cards. Then I realise that my cards are burning. Then I realise
that the God of Fire has come for me.
I always thought that I'd be ready but I'm not. I try to get out of my
sleeping bag but it's too tight, it's too close, it's too hot, and so I'm rolling over a
bonfire of cards and hitting the wall. The apostles of the God of Fire are standing
over me, burning. I see through the flames; it looks as if flames are coming out of
their shoes.
"We should have done him proper before," says one. There are three of
them, there are always three of them.
"I thought them bags of paper would burn better," says another. Neither of
them sound very happy with their work.

But my cards are burning. I collate the cards that advertise whores in phone
boxes. That is to say that I find the cards in phone boxes, not the whores. If one
could find whores in phone boxes they wouldn't be phone boxes at all. They would
be whore boxes.
It's not what you think, either. The text on the cards is an inverse code;
that is to say. a code that neither encrypts nor deciphers messages, but instead
translates those messages into something else entirely. If you know how to use the
code you can access ... well, you can channel a certain amount of power. I have
stashed cards in various places around the city so that I can access them quickly as
I need them. I need the cards for the war effort.
The war has been going on for several years now with no end in sight. Both
Logos and myself have tried to recruit allies but with little success.' We're too
evenly matched to secure a victory, we're too well supplied to admit defeat. And
this is how it has been ever since we came to the city.
The war started over nothing and quickly became a struggle for nothing less
than the terms of reality. I know this because I used to work in advertising. After I
lost my job I had a difficult time of it, but when the war began I realised that this
was where I was meant to be. This was where I was always supposed to be, and
everything else was just a means to an end, and the end was here, in the city.
When I was younger, if I had understood what the words meant, how the
words worked, I would have probably seen messages for me leading me down this
road. As it was I had to travel the hard path, unprepared. Now I can look up at
the smoke-chewed buildings, moving through the pigeon feeders in the square
unnoticed, tracking the movements of my nemesis. Logos.
I

Although Logos did for a while have a sidekick called Martin, but Martin qualified for secure
accommodation and that was the end of that little team.

2.

Ethnic Tensions Rising

First you must know the difference between Logos and myself.
The difference is that I do not speak unless I have to. I used to speak, I
used to talk, I used to talk too much. I realised this and I stopped. Speaking only
ever got me into trouble, then got me into more trouble. It never solved a thing. I
realised that the written word was more attractive, more powerful. The written
word has to be released, and when it is, it is more focussed, more considered. I
resolved only to use the written word.
Logos never stops talking. Logos is profligate with words, clauses, sentences,
paragraphs, chapters. Logos is stuffed with them, vomiting useless phrases, things
nobody wants to hear, things that will never be written, things that may be true
but aren't important. Logos shouts and squawks and spits all the way down
Piccadilly, from the bird-cursed statue to the deckchair farm, causing people to
avoid him. He thinks he speaks the truth, but who wants the truth, and besides,
he doesn't talk with people, he just speaks at people, and there's a difference.
There is one thing and one thing only I envy Logos. Speech, the gift of
speech. I haven't spoken for several years now and I think that I've forgotten how.
Words in the sunlight don't seem real to me any more. I need letters pinned to
card or paper, projected on a wall, carved into a wooden prison, or I can't trust
them. I can't trust them to be true. Talking to people is lying. Talking is a betrayal.
There are many ways talking can be a betrayal. Marriage vows, counselling, witnesses
at a trial. But words on a page can't change. Words on a page are incontrovertible.
Evidence of a soul. Words on a page can convict you, which can be bad, but not as
bad as betrayal.
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But still I would like to remember how to betray people, how to talk to
them again.
However, Logos wastes this gift, and he shambles. Logos does not look after
himself He thinks the truth is more important. LOGOS WRAPS NEWSPAPER
0 HIS FEET which is as close to blasphemy as he can get by my way of
thinking, treating the written word as if it was a carpet.
I on the other hand take care to avoid stepping on newspapers and also
pick them up so that others do not step on them either. I also try to keep myself
presentable. I wash regularly and often think, when I pass by windows, that my
black hair looks as nice as it did twenty years ago. When I pass by windows I
check to make sure my jacket is done up and I am standing straight. Too many
other people walk around slouching as if they are ashamed of something. I try to
stand-up straight.
I knew Logos back when I first arrived in the city He was very young then,
very young, not so powerful. He has a lost look across his face, he looks lost but he
is not. His wiry brown hair is never clean; he limps. He limps and he shambles.
ow he must be in his early 20s, and he has been living on the streets for half his
life. I am surprised that he is still alive, taking into account all the other factors,
but I know why he is alive.
The Word protects him.
Logos opens his mouth and uses the Word and it clears everything away
The Word can reshape the way the world is, turn it into the way he wants it to be.
I don't know how he discovered this or whether he was born with it, but he is
dangerous with it, and I am the only one who understands just how dangerous. Oh
yes, other people avoid him as he spews his obscenities, his words erupting into

the empty air and shocking passers-by, but they don't realise that those are just
words, and not the Word.
If he was to use the Word on them their noses would bleed and their eyes
would cloud and their throats would fill up with bile and they might die. Or the
Word might remove them from the city forever. I know. I have seen it happen,
and it has happened to me. Logos used the Word on me once.

3. When Logos Used the Word on Me Once
It was a beautiful day in September, a late summer. The nights were getting longer
but nobody noticed because they were still warm. Lots of people were eating their
lunches in the park, which meant food was easier to come by, and they would
often leave newspapers or magazines. I remember. I harvested a lot of supplies
that summer, I remember, it got me through the winter.
Where there were people, there was Logos, stealing words from their
mouths. They would give him a wide berth - they recognised the darkness of his
soul, and possibly the extent of his power - but nevertheless he managed to cull
nouns and verbs from them. Nouns are important to him, more loaded with
meaning than other words. If you can name a thing, you can own it. Or destroy it.
As I came around the corner of some bushes he was waiting for me, he
must have been waiting for me. He saw me and he was going to name me. I only
had a handful of papers with me, but I dropped to my knees and desperately
sorted through them like a pecking bird, nothing there, nothing there, until I
found what I was looking for. I looked up and he was gone.
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Then I realised he was standing in the bushes. He had stepped into the bushes
and he was going to ambush me. He looked frightened but that was just an act.
He used the \Vord.
My nose started bleeding and my ears started ringing like a clutch of Big
Bens. If I hadn't already been on my knees I would probably have fallen over. I
held up the magazine I had selected and found the passage I needed for this.
"Yours for only thirty-three pounds ninety-nine pence," I read from the
bottom of the page. This was powerful stuff I was lucky to find it in the papers,
lucky that I had time to use it. I had actually made a note of it earlier, for just this
eventuality. The ringing in my ears fell away to a dull sound like the river tide.
• Thirty-three ninety-nine is a number that derives to zero - three minus three
equals zero, nine minus nine equals zero, zero minus zero equals zero - and the
zero is a protective circle.
• Three times three equals nine, so thirty-three ninety-nine is also nine nine nine
(999), the inverse of 666 (as commonly known, the mark of the Beast) and a ward
against Him. 999 is also the millenial number, and as such is loaded with meaning.
• Finally, thirty-three plus ninety-nine equals one hundred and thirty two. One
hundred and thirty two is the numerical value of the name of Princess Diana, one
of the most powerful of the protecting spirits here.
Logos knew that this was more than enough to protect me from the Word, and he
must have realised that I would now go on the offensive. He ran.

I didn't follow. The skirmish had taken it out of me and I needed to rest. I
pocketed the incantation I had used as I knew I would need it again, gathered up
the rest of my papers, and went on my way. We avoided each other for weeks after
that, weeks while we regained our strength. It costs him dear to use the Word, so
he saves it for special occasions - like trying to wipe me from the face of the city.
4. Train Timetables
2

Logos has always had difficulty making friends.
I, on the other hand, am alone by choice. I used to stay with people in a big
circle beneath the bridge, close to the films. I had a house as well, sort of, made
out of cardboard (on all of the boxes were signs for electrical goods, as a protective
measure), and it was out of the rain. There were a lot of us down there, it was like
a little city all of its own. Terry looked after everybody. Then they made us leave.
That wasn't the fault of Logos, I know that. The films needed more space. They
had a castle to build. Pictures own almost everything now.
I was offered a place in a hostel then, but it was a terrible place, the rooms
were very small and I left after a week. The other residents only wanted to read
tabloids and there was nowhere to store papers. I was sorry. It was nice of them to
offer it to me, but it was better that it should go to somebody who really wanted it.
I tried to find some of the people that I had lived with before but they had
all been scattered like leaves in a strong wind by the river. Then I couldn't find a
place to sleep; all the good spots were taken by girls with hard faces who didn't
want to share. I decided it would be better to be alone. I would be more mobile,
more flexible, and nobody would ask questions. It's easier being alone.
2

Excep t Martin, but he left.
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Before I lived in the city under the bridge near the films I lived in the
second biggest park, in the east, and slept in the sheds near the canal. It wasn't
clean but it was always warm from the engines. We would hear them at night and
let them seep into us like diesel fumes, the sound warming us in our bags and
blankets. I say 'we'. Sometimes there were more people than other times.
Sometimes there were only three (a powerful number), sometimes there were as
many as ten (another powerful number). I was there. So was Logos.
In those days people had more time for Logos. He only shouted sometimes,
and the rest of the time he could pass for normal; a little odd, touched, but
otherwise normal. But it was while we were sleeping in the shed that his true
nature came out.
He started talking more and more. He said he was afraid of the dark. He
kept talking, he kept everybody awake. People kept leaving, even though the shed
was warm and it was the middle of November. A man who called himself Yosemite
Sam (he had a big red beard, but his name wasn't Sam) threatened to beat him up
and throw him in the canal, but Logos kept talking. He wouldn't stop talking.
Yosemite Sam left. The God of Fire took him shortly afterwards. He was
sleeping in a park and the God of Fire came for him at night. They found him
lying on a bench, his beard burnt off altogether and the roots black. The God of
Fire is terrible, cruel. His packs hunt mainly at night and decide who lives and who
dies. If I had been there when it happened, I would have used the cards to stop
them; turned the flames into flowers, or something like that.
Since you know my attitude towards talking, you will understand that I was
more than a little put out by Lagos's night-time conversation. I realised that Logos
was testing me. Soon we were the only two people sleeping in the shed, everybody
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else got sick and tired and left. I could not leave; it would have been admitting
defeat and, besides, the shed was warm. Logos knew that I knew that he was
testing me, and so he tested me harder. He tested me very hard indeed.
He never stopped talking, except to start crying, and when he was finished
crying, he started talking again. He never left the shed, so I could not even come
to the shed when it was light and try and get some sleep then. He just lay there,
talking and crying and sometimes going outside to piss. After a while he stopped
going outside to piss. He just did it in the corner. That was when I realised that he
knew about my own work.
He pissed right on the selection of newspapers, the two paperback books I
found in Tottenham Court Road Tube, and the train timetables I had put together
over the previous five years. He pissed right on them.
There was no mistaking the intent. This was war. Logos hated the words on
those pages, hated the very pages themselves. This was how it started. And ever
since then we have fought each other, quietly; Logos muttering to himself, myself
staying silent, waiting for the right time to strike, waiting for the right time to
strike for the final victory. Now I lie burning as the God of Fire tries to take me
down with him, and it looks as if it is Logos who will win, without having to lift a
finger.

5. Suicide Mission
So why is it Logos who tries to save me? I hear him before I see him (although I
have difficulty seeing anything as my eyebrows appear to be on fire). His normally
quiet voice is raised, he has raided his voice to a shout, and he is shouting:
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" top! top! Get away from him!"
I hear the apostles moving around in confusion. Logos is running towards
them, I think.
"What the fuck?"
"A,.,� it's another one of them."
"Bollocks, I thought you said there weren't anybody about."
"There wan't. "
"So where'd this bloke come from?"
A dull thud bounces off the walls of the alleyway and something falls. It is
probably Logos, he always had difficulty staying on his feet. I don't want him to
save me. That is the worst thing that could happen to me, I think. Unless he is
saving me so that he can finish me himself
"Dunno," says one of the apostles. Another one of them moves away while
the other two take it in turns to kick Logos in the stomach. I can hear his
whimpers, in between the continuous shouting he emits.
"Stop hurting him!" shouts Logos, even while they hurt him. It sounds like
he's being hurt quite badly, I think as I try to put out one of the fires around me
by hitting it with my knee. Then I hear the third apostle returning down the alley.
They stop kicking Logos, whose voice now descends to its lowest register.
"Nah, nobody about. "
"What do we do with him?"
"I don't know, do I!"
"And look at the other bloke. That lighter fluid's shite, look at him."
"Fuck off"
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The apostles seem uncertain what to do. They're not very good at their mission,
are they? They're quite feeble apostles, really. Their pause gives me a chance to bat
out the remaining fire at the foot of my sleeping bag, and Logos a chance to
gather his strength. Out of the corner of my eye I see him sit up. I roll over so I
can see him and he looks at me, his mouth working silently. Something has him; I
can see it in his eyes.
And then he uses the Word.
They all hear it and they stop talking. I think I see one of them put his
hand to his nose, wipe something away. Blood. So even the apostles of the God of
Fire can be hurt by the Word.
I'm still trying to put out the fire on my bag, waving my feet around, and
when I've finished the apostles are gone. The Word has banished them. Logos has
banished them. I can hear somebody crying, I recognise the crying. It is Logos,
crying again. Using the Word hurts him, I know.
I don't seem to be too badly hurt, but I lie there for a while anyway. I'm
very tired and it's hard to breathe. I can hear my chest rustling like pigeons in the
park, I can hear my breathing, but then I can also hear a siren, very faint. I hear
Logos get up and leave the alley. Then I see bright lights, and a van can be seen at
the end of the alley, with 'Ambulance' written on the side in big orange letters.
Ambulance. Now that's a powerful word. I close my eyes.
'Jesus," says a voice, "Look at the state of him. "
Well, you wouldn't look so good if the God of Fire had just tried to lift you
up and kill you.
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6. Away from the Front Line
'When I am released from hospital I want to find Logos.
"He's not responsive."
"He's responsive, he just won't talk. Give him a pen. "
There are two men sitting with me , one young , one older. The older one has a
laugh like a cartoon. They seem nice but I wish they'd let me leave.
"Give him a pen?"
"He'll write answers to any questions , he just won't speak. "
"What , is he dumb? Or perhaps he's a mime artist , n'ha ha ha. "
"I did a quick examination, couldn't find anything physically wrong."
"I thought you said some bugger had set fire to him?"
"He's recovered from the burns. They weren't as bad as they could have been."
"1rauma, maybe. "
"Maybe. I 'd like to keep in here." The younger one, that time. Let me go.
Give me a pen and let me go.
"Why?"
"He might be worse than he appears. His answers aren't coherent."
"Christ, what d'you think this place is? A mission? N'ha ha ha. Can you
imagine me as a missionary?"
"We can't just let him out. He's homeless. And he's-"
"Yes, I can see that. But we can't keep him here just because he needs a roof
over his head. "
"But-"
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"Let him out. We need the beds. "
The two men look at each other, angrily. They're not laughing any more. It looks
like I can leave. I concentrate very hard on the bowl of fruit on the table in front
of me until one of them leaves the room and the other places a hand on my shoulder.
7. The Streets Have Names
When I was released from hospital I went to find Logos.
I didn't know where he slept but I knew I had to find him. I checked
everywhere. I tried the other bridge, but that was being surrounded by building
machines and advertisements for tall apartment blocks. I looked in the small park
in the west and in the biggest park. I even tried asking in Soho, where some of the
boys of Lagos's age end up, used up, forgetting their own names. I know what that
is like.
I couldn't find Logos anywhere. I even asked a few of the hard-faced girls.
They looked at me suspiciously and told me that they didn't know where he was. I
waited for two days on the road between the big house and the archway, because I
knew that he liked seeing the birds in the park, but he never went by. I almost
gave up. I'm ashamed to say it, but I almost gave up.
Then, suddenly, just like that, I knew where he was. I went back to the
second biggest park, in the east. I went back to the shed by the canal. The engines
weren't working any more, but the shed was still there. That was where he was.
He was in the park, near the shed by the canal, sitting on the grass. He looked
worse than I had ever seen him before. He looked as if he'd been travelling forever
and been told to go back.

8. Victory

He doesn't recognise me at first, bearded and still burnt a bit, but when he does, I
see the same look in his eyes I had seen before, in the alleyway; just before he used
the Word. He doesn't move. He is still scared of me. I'm bigger than he is and I
have a handful of magazine pages. W ho knows what weapons I might be carrying?
But my other hand is empty and I point at the blanket beside him. He
looks at the space, then at me, then shuffles to one side, swiping at the blanket
with his hand, clearing it for me. As I sit down heavily; I realise that he has
stopped talking and I know that he is waiting. I know what he is waiting for. This
will be the hardest thing that either of us have done since we came here, to this
city, to these empty, empty streets, alone.
I spread out the pages before us. He picks one and I lift it carefully onto
my lap. I found it in an alley off Holborn, where the secretaries flock like
municipal starlings. It is still a little damp from the strawberry milkshake that had
been spilled on it. My finger marks the place on the page where the black erupts
from the white, where words begin to break the silence. Start with something simple.
"Brad arranged for the flowers to be delivered," I read. T hese words have no
power. They are like crumbs for the starlings.
Silence. Then.
"Brad ... Brad ... arranged for the, for the ... floors to be delivered. Flowers.
Flowers to be delivered," he says, with difficulty, focusing all his attention on the
pages, his eyes narrowing at the task, like a beaver sinking its teeth in for the first
time, ready for the long haul, and then he smiles to himself He will build himself a
dam of words if given half a chance, a dam of words that will stop the world from
overwhelming him day in and day out.
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I can't help myself, I smile too, only a small smile because I'm scared,
because now it's my turn to do the hardest thing I've done since I came to the city.
I take my finger away from the page and look at him. He flinches and his smile
drops, but he holds my gaze.
Silence. Then.
"That's, that's ... " Every word hurts now, it hurts me to come back here,
but I must finish what I've started. I want to be one small part of everything, I
want to be cut free from these pages and drown in the world, I want to remember
how to lie again, "That's right. You see? It's not. .. not so hard, after all. "
Logos does not say anything but I see he understands. We survive. The
word and the book - through everything else, we survive. But it is easier to
survive together than it is to live apart. He looks back at the page and puts his
finger where mine was before, eager. I want to cry but we have a lot to do. There
are so many words.

lnAgnes Varda's film

The Gleaners and I...

Charles d'Anastasi
Some lives flutter like rags caught on a barbed wire fence.
Transients' hands strip down unfinished stories.
Others lay in wait with a shadow's sense of the night.
Misadventured faces look sideways at the rest of the world.
Transients' hands strip down unfinished stories.
Eyes exhausted to the last level of nakedness.
Misadventured faces look sideways at the rest of the world
Even as they dream of highways and chance.
Eyes exhausted to the last level of nakedness,
They feel what rhythms a place, measure the seasons.
Even as they dream of highways and chance
The camera is entrusted with their needs.
They feel what rhythms a place, measure the seasons.
Agnes Varda chuckles her admiration for an armless clock.
The camera is entrusted with their needs.
Their few words, what's allowed by their faces.
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Agnes Varda chuckles her admiration for an armless clock.
Others lay in wait with a shadow's sense of the night.
T heir few words, what's allowed by their faces.
Some lives flutter like rags caught on a barbed wire fence.
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the decks
Leanne Hall
at eleven twenty-three on high street
the commonwealth bank was held up
by a masked man wielding a banana.
bigger joke,
when the teller defied him
he stripped back the peel to
reveal a real gun,
a dull weight in his trembling hand.
they all hit the floor not unlike
a random gathering of breakdancers.
his hot cheek to the rough carpet,
rnr. david parker worried that,
in the slide, he had just erased
the last remaining hairs on his balding head.
mary of thirteen clover court found two dollars
behind a plastic potplant and planned to blow it
on the pokies should she survive.
sally simpson
(the gun, the banana)
checked out the robber's rear view and
wondered if she might not save him.
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You'll Know it When it Happens
George Dunford
- You know when Sinatrafirst made it, Frank told her, gi,rls used to follow him around to
coiled hisfootprints in the snow. They used to keep them in the icebox, some for months or
years. There might even be some oldgirl out there who still has one that wasn 't accidentally
eaten for a popsicle.
She laughed like Frank knew she would. He told her everything that first
night while some guy coaxed a thin melody out of a slide guitar. He told her his
parents had christened him Angelo, but he fixed the mistake eighteen years later
by deed poll. He told her he used to hang around with the town's only goth kid,
Jules, because he was the only guy in town with a piano. They stopped playing
together because Jules only knew Nick Cave songs and Frank needed to go big
band.
- From small town to big band, he winked at her and gave her the look he
thought of as ew Blue Eyes is Back.
- Those little town blues, she winked back.
But most importantly that night he told her she looked like Ava Gardner. It
was just as the kid with a transparent moustache came over to call last drinks. If
the kid was a second later he could have leant forward and curled her hair the
right way, but the kid must've seen it coming.

He whistled 'Night and Day' on his way into work, even taking time to look in on
the musty tank and the geriatric lobster with drooping antennae all tangled up like
a marionette's limbs.
- Someday, Frank told the lobster, I'm going to bust you outta thisjoint and we 'll
take you out to meet some crustacean broads.
The lobster stirred up a smokescreen, rolling in its muck, and a waiter
edged closer to the door. Frank tapped the glass and went on whistling.
He was still whistling when he threw on his apron. Clive - the balding
hippy owner of Bio-organic Solutions - had to ask.
- So it was a good gig last night?
- Frank doesn 't do gigs, he clicked his fingers and pointed to Clive. Frank does
shows, Clive. We 've discussed this before, right?
- Right, right. So it was a good show at the Duke ofDogs?
- It was the best. Same old show for most of the night, but then there was this one
girl who really got it, knew all the songs, y 'know?
- It'd have to be a girl, Clive chewed on the hair of his scruffy goatee.
- But she knew the songs. She knew who Ava Gardner was.
- You know they won 't let you keep working here from an asylum.
- Ring-a-ding ding.
Frank didn't see her at the next show. He thought he did - a brunette in a cherry
blossom twin-set up the back - but when the lights went up, he knew it wasn't
her. Not even close. There was a disinterested slapping together of a couple of
pairs of hands. He sat by himself, drinking the last of his vodka from a teacup.
- �ieter tonight. Leo pulled up a chair.

- Yeah, I guess they don 't understand the songs.
- Been quiet the last couple of nights.
He looked over at Leo, his flat ex-cop face set cement solid.
- What are you sayin '?
- Well, I gotta have music that brings people in.
- Leo, Frank said sympathetically, Frank always packs the house. You just gotta
get the nght house. lt,faybe you should think about hiring some girls to scream when I come on.
- Look, I like you, Angelo, but I gotta make a living.
- Yeah, girls that rush up to the front when I start and then faint by the time I get to
'New York, New York .
- I'm sorry, kid, Leo put his chair back in, but you 've got to wake up to reality.
Frank finished the teacup in a swig and pushed his trilby back far enough to
be an album cover.
He walked the strange way home, finding himself looking in on the lobster.
- Well, you don 't have to worry about losing yourjob, bub, he told the lobster.
That's the only good thing about being employed as decoration.
The lobster blinked across at him, closing his claws in slow-mo like he was
on the surface of the moon.
- Some day, kid, it 'll be you and me on a road trip to god knows where, he
promised.
One of the waiters stopped stacking chairs to look out at him.
- I can 't believe they 'd remake Ocean's Eleven, Frank flustered. I mean why?
The original was perfect - Deano, Sammie andJoey Bishop. There could not be a better cast.

Clive's tongue prospected for the curl of hair at the corner of his mouth,
where his moustache became beard.
- Doesn 't that annoy you? Frank looked up from stacking tofu in the fridge.
- I dunno, Frank, Clive slapped the pricing gun on the organic apple juice.
Maybe people like something new. It's got George Clooney in it. People like George Clooney.
- Yeah, butpeople like Frank. And thatfilm is so much about Frank. It's thefirst
time the Rat Pack had a movie together.
- I think they 're making a sequel
- With the Rat Pack?
- Yeah, they 're remaking it with a bunch ofstiffs. Man, you never really got over
Sinatra 's death didyou?
Frank closed the fridge door, went over to check the avocados for dents,
rubbed their reptilian skin with his thumbs.
- We should stop stocking those, Clive said. They get knocked around too easy,
everyone likes to squeeze them too much. More trouble than they 're worth.
-Ain 't that a kick in the head, Frank mumbled to himself
A girl breezed in, so ethereal the buzzer hardly sounded. Clive barely saw
her, but when she pulled off her floppy felt hat Frank noticed her short blonde hair.
Her seventies retro sunglasses could have been two lightbulbs meeting at her nose.
- She looks exactly like Mia Farrow, Frank whispered to Clive.
- Timefor tea, Clive decided, putting down the pricing gun. Do you want a
chai?
- Yeah, yeah, Frank 's always in for tea, Frank gave the girl the wink. Can I get
you a cup?
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- o, thanks, she smiled. She was meticulous about selecting her fruit:
searching out the freshest at the back of each pile, circumnavigating it with an
inspection before deciding to place anything in her calico bag.
- You know, when Frank Sinatra died, he told her, knowing that if she's the
right kind of girl she'd already know about the Chairman, he was buried with ten
quarters. It was a habitfrom when one ofhis kids went missing - he always carried change
so he could ring them no matter where he was.
She put down the black leather of an eggplant to listen to him.
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Fruitbowl or
A Rat's Arse for the Rheumy Eyed
This story is for my beloved friend Karen Joyce Walters
who died in April last year aged 43

Elaine Fell
Lying here
are the dreams
ofdead warriors
Basha

When my mate Karen• and I got a job in an old people's home we had no idea it
would be one of the most perilous things we had ever done. We were in our early
thirties and we thought we knew a bit.
We worked there for about two years apiece and strangely enough Karen,
who started work a few months before me, quit a few months before me as well,
so it was as if two years was the use-by date for the pair of us.
At first we loved the biddies and this was probably a lot of the problem - I
say 'at first' because most of them died.
"They do that," a friend of mine said when I cited this as one of the reasons
I had to leave the job. "Yes indeed, oldies tend to do that," she said and we both
burst out laughing.

•

All other names in this story have been changed.
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I have tried many times to write a long piece about the biddies - about
what characters they were and the things they said and did - but I have become
upset by the project every time I start it. I would love to be a true poet and write
dancing, celebratory; wild and triumphant pieces, but now here is one of the
stories from that time which shows how I still think of it, and why my friend and
I were filled right to heart's core with sadness.
T here was a man who was admitted who had cancer and was dying.
His name was David.
We were asked to just keep giving him pink syrup full of morphine every
few hours.
He was put in the home by his family because they found him too difficult
to look after. Ever since his wife died - she had done everything for him - he
was, they said, depressing and demanding and all he could say was, "What is going
to happen to me? What is going to happen to me?"
T he home had a philosophy of 'independent living' which means that the
biddies are put in bed-sits and meant to cut it on their own. It is true that some of
them were interested in independence, but the ones that we looked after were sick
and lonely and depressed beyond belief
The staff was told when they were hired that they were there just to assist
the residents and not to get too involved, and not to take over their physical tasks
as this would only increase their dependence on the limited resources of the
church.
David's family was relieved and grateful that the experts on geriatrics
assessed David as needing to be put in the home.

One morning he woke up and he had gone blind. He was taken to the
hospital and sent back again. He was shown how to shuffle from the
bedroom/loungeroom to the toilet but, as blindness was new to him, he would
become disoriented and confused and would just grab whatever was handy, which
was usually the fruitbowl, and crap in it.
He ·would sit on the edge of his bed, fruitbowl in hand, waiting for a staff
member to come by on one of her rounds and he would hand it to her and
apologise and explain that he could not find the toilet.
The staff members very quickly incorporated this into part of their routine
and would say, "David had a 'banana' for me this morning - ha ha. "
Sometimes he would stand in the middle of the room and call out the name
of a staff member who was especially sympathetic - "Suzanne ... Suzanne... " and Suzanne, if she heard, would come running and sit on his bed with him and
put her arm around him while he wept about the loss of his wife, the loss of his
family, the loss of his home, the loss of his health and sight and the physical pain
he was in - which wasn't quite controlled by the pink syrup.
With other staff members he would try to show that he was still a strong
and brave man and when asked, "How are you going today David?" he would say,
"Oh! I am alright!" and then moving his head around he would say, "It's just this
blindness."
One day he was taken to the hospital to assess the progress of his cancer
and that evening he rang his family and asked them if they would come and take
him home and they said no and he went back to his bed and died in the night.
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I gave this story to my mum to read. She sat on the end of the bed and read it and
was very quiet. She looked up and she said, " Is this true?"
"Yes, it is true," I said.
"That is unforgivable," she said.
The home I have just described was a 'good' one - the staff members were
extremely kind to the residents, tried to keep them contented and worked hard for
crappy pay ($9 an hour before tax - I used to earn $ 1 0 cash an hour ten years
earlier to hand out pamphlets in the street).
The residents had their individual units all arranged in a rectangle and they
looked out onto a garden. It was a very nice garden. It beat those homes I've heard
of where they have the independent units on the outside, the nursing home
further in, then the hospital and then the crematorium. Just in case you forget the
order in which things should happen.
Old people's homes are a strange phenomenon. I should do some research
on how many there are in the country - surf the net and find facts and figures to
make me authoritative. Because who is out there who wants to hear about
individual old men and women who stand in the middle of their rooms and holier?
Old men and women taken to places run by strangers and told they'll "never have
to worry again".
" I was taken here twenty years ago," said a woman in her nineties called
Ruby. " I didn't know what loneliness and boredom was until I came here. "
This same old woman had an amazing picture on the wall. It's a huge
photograph of herself on her wedding day and she is holding a massive bunch of
flowers. You first see the flowers and then you look up at her face. This is what

holds your attention. She has eyes filled with defiance and delight. When I first
went into her room and looked around and saw this picture it filled me with
horror. The expression of triumph on the young bride was exactly the same as the
look in the eye of the tiny wizened old woman lying in bed. She was 97 and I had
never seen anvone look that old.
\\hi.le I worked in that place any detachment I had was eroded. I could no
longer distinguish who was feeling what. There were too many people.
Karen had to leave because she could not stop crying. She went to see the
manager about the work but cried through the interview. "It's just too sad, " she
kept saying.
My dream is that if I live to be old I'd like to be able to get on a train and
go right to the end of the line. I 'd pick a train that goes out to the bush, where I
can wander, hearing the cries of birds.
I'd get to a clearing, find a big tree on a hill and sit down under it.
Doesn't matter if there are paddocks and the land is dry and yellow or if the
land is rich and lush. If you are looking down at the country you have a feeling
that the world goes on and on forever.
I return to the images and experiences of my childhood - where wandering
through the bush seemed to open your mind to the possibilities of life. Strange
how the feeling of joy I had with all the freedom and space was the same as when
we would go to the city
Travelling in a car at a certain point on the journey we would come to a hill
and look down at the city It was night and it glittered in the distance. It
represented all the potential for something new and exciting because it had the
people I was going to visit. Friends like Karen who I'd known since I was very young.
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And one person in particular - my gran. She would meet us at the door
and be full of delight to see us. We would do ordinary things like go inside and
have dinner and talk. Perhaps this is why I can dream of being alone out in the
bush if I get to be old because I have seen something different from the tales I
told you earlier.
When, in later years, my grandmother became very ill and was dying I saw
the way my mother, aunt and grandfather looked after her. They did not speak
about this. It was something they did without question. They were exhausted and
terribly sad during her illness but they were devoted to her.
The house was always full because people who loved my grandmother came
to visit; some stayed for a while if they came from far away.
It was like a strange and chaotic holiday for us children. It was busy; noisy;
sometimes people would start petty fights because they were tired but they were
together.
Is this what innocence is? I once took this love for granted.
You could say we had an easy upbringing and it has made me soft. This may
be why I could not last in the old people's home.
But this does not explain Karen. Her family life was terrible, really terrible.
She must have looked at them many times and thought, "Who are these people
and how did I get here?"
She was a very independent thinker and how she came to be this way is a
How she came to possess (or was born with and did not lose)
mystery.
such powerful compassion and humanity is also a mystery.
Once when she was in despair about what job to do next I got lazy and said,
"I don't know - perhaps you could go and pick oranges for the revolution. "
"But it wouldn't be my revolution," she said.
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Working in that home was just one of the many 'adventures' we had together and I
wanted to tell you about it. As I said earlier it was enjoyable at first. We did enjoy
the compan�� hearing the stories and all the different ways of living and looking at
the world.
It is not possible to paint Karen as a sad case or, indeed, to write her down
in any particular war She died last year of a drug overdose. It seems to have been
an accident but the fact that she was using heroin is difficult and I don't know
what to think. But the day after her death I dreamt we were sitting outside a cafe
and laughing and laughing.
o matter how often we fought or how long we were apart - when we
happened to meet - we laughed.
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Lessons from Henry
Phil Norton
I.

When you shit,
Be happy about it.
Be very, very, happy.
Then, get someone else to clean it up.
2.

Don't let Time eat you.
You should eat Time.
Whenever you see a watch,
Stick your mouth over its face.
Blind it with your mouth so
Time can't see you.
Then suck out every second.
3.
Socks are the Enemy.
They must be removed at all costs.
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4.
If you are unhappy about something,
Let the World know.
Scream at the World as loud as you can
Until the World fixes what's wrong.
Everything is the fault of the World.
You are perfect.

5.
The true meaning of the phrase:
The World is your Oyster Is that the World is meant to be slurped!
Loudly and noisily.
Every part of it.
Every thing in it.
Whether you are wearing a bib at the time,
Or not.

6.

When you speak only gibberish,
Everyone agrees with you.
They all nod their heads and reply,
Is that so?
and Really? Oh Yes, yes, of course.
and My how Clever you are!
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7.
If someone tries to undress you,
Offer no resistance whatsoever.
If someone tries to dress you,
Fake that you are having a convulsive fit.

8.
There is nothing worse than,
Nothing more frustrating than,
No greater torture than,
The restriction of movement.
9.
When you sleep, sleep.
When you play, play.
When you eat, play.
When you drink, play.
When you piss, play.
When you move, play.
When you play, play.
When you sleep, sleep.
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10.

When someone who loves you holds you,
Their strength becomes superhuman.
They can raise you to great heights.
Cling to these people,
For they make you fly.
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Ex Mars
Toby Davidson
Ring a ding ding cheque savings or credit they've been coming all day flesh
threshed into subtotals itemised atomised diced into crises of crises of christ that's
the price it's molecular robbery streams of magnetic strips fish for gravity
sideswipe the wandering rocks bag or box shut up it's all dairy milk it's so
chockablock bring me your poor your pissweak your pulverised crashsplishsplashed
on the wheel of misfortune it's the bubbles of nothing that make me freak beep
chukachukachuka please sign where it hurts he's so hard to buy for she'll never like
this if I keep the receipt will spider monkeys erupt from my cerebellum in time
excuse me that's my UFO don't look up look up at all costs that's 6, 66, 600
dollars and 95 cents plus tax that you voted for fight like a trout upstream
upstream maintain core temperature wriggle through rings weary eyes sickablink
sink savings or credit cheque burley or bait a flash in the can and back to the post
haste fresh outta godspeed afraid I'm afraid it's stop start stall let someone else
pay jesus was born on christmas day and slew the dragon with a mobile phone
turned bread to stone and scored eckies on tick he strangled two snakes in his
cave with a hologram flaunt it if you got it in one tell me now do you suffer the
gift do you suffer the gift point-of-sale exit notion 24 homeless crones baked in an
aussie burger tapping the cattle right there on the hoof hey don't forget my carry
bag discount hand the folks a sure-fire fist that won the war the year before but no
one remembers they have a nice day and all the supermodels are in pain abhorring
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themseh·es in every direction would I could I should I lie that little bit more let
someone else pay jesus was born on christmas day but credit forget it caught up in
the fray it's all about the muscovites asking for specials despite the white death.

Montmartre Path with Sunflowers
Greg Bogaerts
It is spring in Montmartre. The last time it sleeted was two weeks ago, when Jean
Paul was coming back from visiting his mother on the Rue de Clichy. The sleet
caught Jean Paul halfway up the Rue Lepic, drenching him to the bone. The water
ran down his back and the ice was in his hair. Only now, as he sits in the sunlight,
is he throwing off the influenza and the mongrel dog cough that came with it.
Next to the verandah where he sits with a glass of muscat to warm his
blood and bones, the sunflowers nod their heads heavily over him. The shadows of
their round featureless faces move back and forth over his form, the rhythm is as
unsteady as an old woman rocking in a rocking chair.
Jean Paul sips the muscat and he wonders if it would not be better to have
the influenza afresh. Far better to be confined to bed, sweating with a fever than
even consider what he might have to do. He squints up into the sky but it is blue
and bare with not a threatening cloud in sight that might dump some ice on him.
Throwing back his head, he downs the glass of muscat in one gulp and ventures
out into the day rather than sit on his verandah stewing over his impasse. Out
along the cobblestones of the path he goes and the sodium flare of the sun makes
the stones burn golden, the colour of the silk spun by the silk worms his daughter
keeps in a box beneath her bed.
Flames of light rise up his legs and to another pedestrian he might look as
though he is burning, hanging up in the luminous air. As he descends the Rue
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Lepic, he sees Madame Toulon bustling out of the bakery with her cane basket full
of loaYes of bread. The grim determination of the old woman, in her eighties, is
almost comical but Jean Paul cannot laugh at her.
As she begins the upward climb she sees him and smiles a smile that would
charm the whores on the Rue de Clichy selling their bodies and bargaining their
souls if need be. Madame Toulon salutes him. She is an old friend of Jean Paul's
mother. The two went to school together in Montmartre when it was still a village
of windmills and quarries and market gardens; a time before the Parisian houses
crawled their way up the steep ridge but the old Montmartre has vanished as
quickly as the beauty of a young woman's face.
"How is your mother Jean Paul?" the old woman demands of him.
"Still the same. Not worse, not better. Still in the land of the living. "
"Ah, that is good. Where there is life there is hope," declares the woman as
though her words are set in stone and all Paris would do itself a good turn if it
took note of their wisdom.
But Jean Paul, although he does not contradict Madame Toulon, knows this
is not true. Where there is life there may well be misery he thinks.
He pauses and watches the vigour of the woman as she ascends the hill with
her load of bread. Jean Paul knows she lives alone and he knows she will spend
hours preparing herself a meal of beef and mushrooms with wine and cream, the
way she does every day. And he knows the last thing she will do before she bolts
the door and settles down for the night, will be to push shut the heavy metal front
gate to her house. Something she has always done and doesn't see the necessity to
change her habit despite the weight of the gate and despite Jean Paul having
offered to come around every evening and close the gate for her.
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At the foot of the street, Jean Paul comes across Madame Vert, a distant
cousin of his mother's, a woman in her middle sixties, who has lost her mind
completely. Jean Paul addresses her as aunt but the woman, not that old, looks
vacantly at him, turns away and continues to walk the cobblestones stooping every
now and then to pick up dog shit she places in the pockets of her apron tied
around her waist.
Anger rises in Jean Paul because the woman should not be out by herself
He knows her son, Pierre Vert, a civil servant, is not so civil to his mother. In fact
she is a burden to him and the son rarely crosses the river to this arrondissement
to see how she is faring.
"She does not know me any more so why come to visit her?" Pierre told
Jean Paul the last time they met.
Jean Paul follows the woman, gently places his hand under her elbow and
steers her towards the Avenue Rachael where she lives in one room in a boarding
house next to the entrance of the cemetery. Bravely ignoring the stench of dog
shit, Jean Paul guides her up the stairs, girds his loins, plunges his hand into her
apron pocket because that is where she keeps her key and brings it forth bearing
only a little dog shit.
Unlocking the door, he takes her across her threshold and sits her down in
the lumpy chair she has sat in for forty years or more.
"Monsieur who are you? Where am I? I do not know this place! Please take
me home at once! " she commands.
Jean Paul resists the urge to weep. He unties the apron, takes it from her,
goes to the window and throws it out into the cobblestone gutter. Turning back to
her he sees a glimmer of recognition.
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"Ah, Jean Paul. Your mother will be worried. It has been a splendid lunch
and the ·wine was so good. Please come again and talk to me. I like your talk, you
are witty and there is little of that left in Paris today. But that is enough. You must
be on your way dear boy before your mother frets for you," she says.
She turns her head for a second, turns back and looks at him and the
recognition has vanished. A look of bewilderment clouds her face, she frowns at
him, places the end of her thumb in her mouth and gnaws at it with her ground
do"'-'Il teeth.
Jean Paul leaves the woman, locks her in for her own safety and tells himself
he will return later with some food. He walks down the slope of Montmartre to
his mother's house.
Knocking at the door he waits, hears the uncertain shuffle of feet coming
down the dark hallway he knows so well because this is the house where he grew
up with his mother and father. There is only his mother left now, his father is long
dead and his brother and sister live in the west of France. He has not seen them in
more than ten years and both have ceased to write to him or their mother.
The door opens, the wan face ofJean Paul's mother peers out of her
darkness. He sees the lipstick smeared across her cheeks, the powder on her neck,
the jumper worn inside out, the shoes on the wrong feet. He weeps and it begins
to sleet. He stands there. Ice and water cover him. His mother smiles uncertainly
at him.

III

metal birds
Nathan Curnow
standing in the emergency lane
he saw the most beautiful thing
metal birds and televisions
toppling in the sun
shards of glass
steel
reflections in which he
caught himself
sailing on black tyres//white lines
in the instant he was collected
he felt lucky to be a part of it
the odds of this death
just as long
as the odds of his conception
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menace
Jane Skelton
I woke out of dreams to see you standing over the bed. You were in a white shirt.
A long white shirt like a nightdress but of course you weren't wearing a night
dress, it's not your style. It was during the fire season, the exhausted night
shrieking with insects.
My feet were wound up in the sheet; I felt paralysed. I couldn't speak. You
whispered, "Look there," and pointed out the window. I sat up and saw it - the
lights, the spotlights bouncing in the trees, and I could hear it - I realised I'd
heard it all along, roaring in my dreams, the careening vehicles trammelling our
fences.
"We're not safe," you said. You'd been saying that since we'd arrived. You'd
said the feeling was to do with the empty spaces, the aching bareness of the place.
The dead trees like old bone, poking at the round sky. You feared it, you'd said. If
you died out there, the country would not know or care. The crows would soon
settle on you and pick out your jelly eyes. And yet you loved it, that country.
I got out of bed and pulled on my jeans. The curtains were open and we
ducked when the spotlights illuminated the rooms. They were closer, they were
circling the house. Under the roar of engines I could hear their whoops and yells.
Looking back, they were probably not there long, but it seemed like we were
crouched together on the lino for hours, in the dark, our heads down, clinging on
to each other, the lights flashing through the rooms. Then it went quiet.

When we left at the end of the two years, we flew over that country. Over the
spines of mountains, over the milky eyes of dams. Over the spent country where
we had left our dreams.
When we returned to the city, I asked you if you felt safe at last. You said
we aren't safe here either. There's menace in the air. But we are anonymous here,
you said. The soft city, it absorbs you. Out there we were exposed against the hard
ground.
Here, in the city, it hasn't stopped raining. A different house, a different
place. We moved in a few months ago. Here, the sky is white, glaring beyond the
windows, broken by the strokes of the power lines that are wavy lines in the old
glass, like a child's drawing of electricity. Outside, the wet road is opening its
pores, baring itself.
The house reminds us of a ship. Its sharp triangular front yard is the prow.
It is a ship moored on the street, or ready to advance.
Under the roar of rain the house feels like a cave or shell. We feel protected
within it. I walk from room to room looking out of windows. In the room at the
front of the house, under the bay windows, where a chaise longue should go, is a
large fish tank. The fish glide through ribbon weed or hover in groups, under
cascades of bubbles.
There are small triangular-shaped, flitting fish whose enamelled bodies
shine in rainbow colours as they turn and catch the light, and ground-dwellers, a
kind of gudgeon, with mauvish speckled flesh like an old bruise. The gudgeons do
not move much, but like to prop themselves on rocks and survey their world.
When they do move they are fast. They flick off with grumpy, impatient strokes,
scattering pebbles. There is one large gudgeon, an old one. Her colours have faded;
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her body has gmwn awkward and stiff She belonged to us before we went up
north. We left her \.\ith a friend who gave her back to us when we returned to the
cicy: We set up the large tank to accommodate this old fish.
You and I sit on cushions on the floor watching the fish. The old fish
appears from behind the rocks and regards us. Her gills flap gently. You rap with
your nails on the glass and she advances. She gets excited, thinking she's going to
be fed. She wriggles up the side of glass showing her silver belly.
Things were going on up there before anything major happened, I say. Hard
to prove because it wasn't out in the open. People were talking behind my back. I
had a feeling about it - rather than actually knowing what was going on. Like at
work one day. I walked in late and they didn't know I was there. I was getting mail
out of my pigeonhole and I could hear the others out in the staff room
uproariously laughing. One of them was telling a joke - something about fish - a
cunnilingus joke. I caught the tail end of it. Then I heard someone say my name. I
knew then that they knew. It was shortly after that that the blokes in the jeeps
came over.
You didn't tell me about the work stuff at the time, you say
I didn't want to worry you, I say
I don't say to you that at the time I felt ashamed. It's hard to tell you these
things. The way they think about us, the way they see us, produces self-disgust.
When it rained up there, you say, when it finally rained after months of
drought, it belted down on the hard ground. It exposed things - the buried things
- the teeth and bones of creatures that had died starving, eating dust. I felt like
that, you say A little bundle of picked-clean bones exposed in the middle of a
paddock.
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We had nowhere to hide. We crouched on the floor in the middle of the house. In
the silence we waited. Then we heard the first rock crash on the tin roof We
heard their laughter and yells. They sounded pissed. The crescendo on the roof
came suddenly, like a hailstorm. Instinctively we ducked down, our arms over our
heads. In the moment of silence that followed, you stood. You were breathless,
shaking. You said you were going out there - you'd tell them to piss off. I clung
onto you - you can't go - it's too dangerous.
When things went awry up there they blamed the weather. People went
mad in that heat, 'troppo'. And there were the fires. We had been watching the
fires in the hills at the back of the property. We stood together in the kitchen, at
night, with the lights off, looking out at the patterns of flame on the hillside. The
fire seemed too far away, not really part of us. The fire line grew outwards, in ever
widening circles. By day, the blue sky was smudged by grimy fingers. Burnt leaves,
carried on the wind, fell gently over us.
Those hills were a no-man's land. I climbed up there once. Shallow-rooted
trees twisted themselves out of rock. The chant of cicadas was deafening. Down
on the plain our house roof glittered, shining out of the bitten-back land.
The house was thirty kilometres out of town. There were no neighbours.
We rented it off a cow-cocky who lived on the other side of the property. We
worked in the town and at the university. The town was a cattle town. On the way
in the road went past the meatworks. A horseman would shut the gate across the
road so cattle could be driven from the yards to the abattoir. People sat in their
cars and waited, watching the blur of hides go through the race in a haze of dust.
In the town, the shadows of the jacaranda trees leaned out across the baking
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streets. You said you could always smell the yellow, choppy river, over-hung with
the scent of manure and straw.
Scattered around town were the statues of bulls. All the major breeds were
represented: Santa Gertrudis, Brahmin, Hereford. A student placed a large pair of
fibreglass wings on one of them, and painted its testicles red. It was to
commemorate the first slaughter of the year at the meatworks. The local council
wasn't impressed. The student was charged with vandalism and the council
workers had to remove the wings and the paint before anyone had a chance to see
or take a photo.
We were back in the city when we read in the paper about Matthew
Shepard - the gay student who was murdered in Wyoming. How he'd been hit
eighteen times in the head with a gun butt. How he was kicked over and over in
the groin. How he was lashed to the paddock fence so tight they couldn't cut the
rope. The cyclist who found him thought he was a scarecrow: At that stage he was
still alive. He'd been tied up there for 18 hours. His head was covered in blood except for a clean spot "where he'd been crying and tears went down his face" .
Wyoming. A place I'd dreamt of as a child. A wide-open place. Prairies and
big skies.
In this house in the city I feel hemmed in, closed in by rain. Outside the
sky is darkening and lights are coming on in houses. I slide up the window and
smell crushed snails and wet vegetation. The street is empty of people. Cars burn
round the corner.
I feel you behind me, somewhere in the dim room. You ask me if I believe
in the existence of evil. I tell you that I continue to believe what I've always
believed: that everything is socially constructed. That people act in certain ways
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due to social and historical forces. We have had this conversation many times
before. I do not believe, as you do, that evil is an independent force that exists in
the ether - that one taps into it or is entrapped by it. You say you understand the
social constructs but that you see evil as intrinsic to life, a part of us.
You say that up there, anything could have happened. There was a climate
of intolerance. Pauline made it worse. Her speaking out gave them license to
express their hate.
By the way, you say, the roof is leaking. In the bedroom you show me the
line of drips along a crack in the ceiling.
The night the hoons came in their trucks and utes, we wanted to make
ourselves invisible. We felt the hard floor under our limbs, and wished we could
sink into it, through the lino and wooden boards, to the netherworld of under the
house, into a garret of dust and cobwebs. Their lights traversed the room, floated
over our faces. We screwed up our faces, hid them in our hands. We did not want
to see their dark forms at the window, leering in at us.
We stayed put. Eventually we heard them drive off We walked outside, into
a hot night that shrieked with the police-whistle bands of insects. You walked up
the driveway to padlock the gate. It was there you found their calling-card.
A dead fish, hung on the gate. Your torch caught its flat eye. Its guts were
slit and dripped foul liquid. You knocked it off the gate with a stick and batted it
into the bushes.
This room is filled with the furious sounds of bubbling air-stones and
gushing filters. The old fish is flirting with her mate, a gudgeon less than half her
size. Fins erect, gills puffed out, the two fish perform a kind of dance, tail to fin.
They twine around and around each other. He smoothes his head along her side,
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his spots brightening to intense crimson. Their play has an edge of danger - she
could take off his head with one bite.
There's a break in the rain. We walk in the nearby park, in the dusk, over
sodden grass where black mud has risen. The paths are draped in skeins of
dwwning earthworms, glistening under park-lights.
I slide my hand into the crook of your elbow, and leave it there. In the
dusk, in the soft city, we are unseen.
A building wavers at the park's edge - a hotel. Art Deco style, hung with
coloured lights that are blurred in the misty air. We are drawn toward it. We stand
looking in through its glowing porthole windows. It could be an ocean liner,
stranded in the rain, washed up at the park's edge. Inside, we see creatures, half
fish, half-human, play, dance and manoeuvre pool cues. Their webbed fingers
gesticulate gracefully. Their hair is stiffened into iridescent points. Their scaly
skins are cross-hatched in rainbow colours. We watch, fascinated, and tentatively
step forward.
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February, I997
Liam Pieper
It's 1997, February, and I'm standing on Brickwood Street, right in front of the
housing commission flats. It's a cold afternoon, and I'm talking on a payphone and
straddling my bike when I feel a tap on my shoulder and twist around to see that
two young (but older) guys are standing there and one is holding a baseball bat
which he's sort of leaning against, and though neither of these guys are that big,
one of them, as mentioned, is holding a baseball bat and twirling it slowly in his
hands, and then the other says, "Give us your money," looking right at me. "Hold
on a sec," I say to the person on the phone, who, as it turns out is a girl I 'm falling
in love with and who I will later follow to Sydney, despite the fact that she has a
boyfriend whose erection I will be confronted with one night when I knock on
her door for some forgotten reason and her boyfriend in his underwear answers,
and he's got this erection which is rather dramatically stretching his underwear
and which he doesn't seem the least bit embarrassed about. Holding one hand over
the phone, I say, " Money? What the fuck would I be doing here if I had any
money?" By here I mean Box Hill, which at the time is a sprawling heroin
supermarket, and, in fact, a dealer deals right out of the apartment in the flat
below me, a good-looking, charismatic kid, who has no idea that in less than three
months he will be driven into the Dandenongs in the back of a Honda Civic and
stabbed twelve times in the chest, for dealing heroin in the apartment below me.
The truth is, though, that I have plenty of money, more than two hundred dollars,
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and it's all bulging out of the front pocket of my denim jacket, because I do a
chemist round, and in addition to the surplus of two hundred, I have a bag full of
Vicodin, Temazapan and morphine, which is worth more, indirectly; to these
people ,..,·ho have heroin tracks criss-crossing their inner arms, than the two
hundred dollars that I have to give to the girl I ' m talking to on the phone because
she works for the same pharmacy as I do, which no doubt hired her because of
how beautiful, warm and passionate she is, and a painter to boot, and I 've always
loved art, although the grizzled Russian pharmacist probably doesn't know or care
about her painting ability. "We're fucking serious," says the guy with the baseball
bat so I say, " To shit, man. Broke. I 've got some change, that's all I have. You want
change?" and I make as though to put my hand in my pocket to get change for
them, only right then, exactly as I had hoped the baseball bat guy says, "Fucking
keep it." And they turn and start to walk off so after a few seconds I put the
phone to my mouth again but don't actually say anything for a while, because in
truth, I 'm shaking inside and would definitely start crying if I was alone in my flat,
or even better in the arms of the girl on the phone, who will regrettably never
consent to that sort of relationship with me, though she will by some quirk of fate
appear outside a Night Owl in Brisbane in 2003, where she will quickly reveal what
a new-age dipshit she has become, spouting all sorts of embarrassing nonsense
about earth-visitors and soul-retrieval, which, for better or worse, will put an end
to the lingering low-level obsession with her, or rather with the girl she had been
in 199-, when I was talking to her on the phone, just across the street from my
apartment building.
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Rumi
Ali Alizadeh
I escaped from the city
barefooted. I escaped from the fires
naked, except for the bag
of ancient books
slung over my back.
I ran into the desert. The horsemen
chased. Their torches
had coloured the tenements.
I ran for months. Finally
on a glorious night
I stopped. The raiders had given up
on me. I was alone
with the moon and the sand-dunes.
I looked down at my feet.
They were skinned.
I looked at my trace: red footprints
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dark on the glowing plain.
I thought about my tribe
butchered as sacrificial beasts.
I remembered their smiles
before the flames. On the holy night
I knelt before the moon
and wept. In the desert
tears are elixir. From their pool
a fountain bubbled. I cleaned my scars
in the water. The books
weighed on my body. I took them out
and one by one
dipped them into the spring.
All knowledge, all art, and all history
drowned before my eyes. Freed
from the clutch of paper
words' ink dissolved in the lake.
I then drank. I was saved.
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Prosp ecting
Sandra Hill
I . of waves

living too long beyond the sound of sea
do pulses drown in the language of traffic
does the brain still hold the rhythm of song
in the suck of waves from a childhood shore
does a mourning sea
or sink with the tides

recreate itself
like an inconsolable bell

what do we hold
in head and in hands
drifting on this raft
of letters and ink
2. of dreams

no blind here two panes of sky
clouds come and go
stars on occasion
and a luminous clock
street lamps persist
darkness is moving over the high tree tops
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a corner of roof
music and man

mattress and books
within arms reach

muscle and bones
mouth tasting salt

the shape of together
the answer to want

3. of arrival
sunlight radiates the blind mind hits the wall
bones recall their limbs
splayed in emotion
the body floats with no name
no need apparent
open to question
the end of directions
embarked on a journey towards an island interior
of skin and sensation
beyond the soft edges
time captures the minutes in a hard embrace
sketching an image
the shape of desire
wanting only arrival

arrival
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arrival
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Michael Riley
four days sleeping under the cows
yet only two rooms for rent
beer stains/petticoats
the crab's back is broken
coffee in a shoe/raisin toast
bloodshot streets
the bucket belongs to the
old man next door
shaven bits/coda envelopes
was that our bus?
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Joey
A!TC Cronin
Cnder the blanket it was dark and warm. The usual sort of thing. Soft.
Australia can be a very nice place. When I was in America, a man in an
elevator had asked "Do you have kangaroos jumping down the middle of the street
there? Do you have cars?" He sold me some really good cocaine. I said "We don't
have cocaine like that in Australia."
It was time for bed. Easily past time for bed. But I wasn't asleep. He wasn't
home yet. I turned on the radio. An accident on the ____ Freeway.
Between snorts, I'd said to the guy in America "Australia only has dirt
roads. It's rough! We live rough." We die young. (Some do.)
He probably should have been home by now. I wondered if he'd been
involved in the accident. It was along his route. Faster and faster along the
freeway. .. Until, BANG!! Snuggling into the pillows I fantasised him dead. The
police. The body - what was left of it. The funeral. It was awful. I was rather
enjoying myself. Then he came home.
We'd been in this bed for about ____ months. We were in love but
were having too much fun to admit it yet. Most of the time it was dark and we
could have been anyone. One night I'd met him, and I 'd gone back and fucked him
the next day. It was Easter and I bought a chocolate bunny on the way. It stood on
the bedside table the first time and it was still there. Wrapped in pink and blue
and silver foil. We called it Myxomatosis. He said if we ate it we'd get sick and
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froth (he said it "froff") at the mouth and our legs would go stiff so that we
wouldn't be able to bend them to have a shit. We'd get stomach cramps- partly
from the virus, and partly from not being able to shit - and, in all probability, die
in each others' arms. We laughed.
But we didn't eat it.
Once my cat brought in a baby bird. It was a native bird and I rang the
wildlife people. The bird died in the tea-towel drawer where I'd put it to keep it
away from the cat. I rang them back half an hour later to tell them not to bother.
They'd come anyway, they said, for the corpse. They liked to see what was dying.
They kept records. I imagined a wall covered in vertical chalk marks in groups of
four, each with a fifth stroke diagonally through the middle. Like counting the
days till you get out of prison.
The new prison at ____ will be able to hold 930 prisoners. That's
three times what ____ holds.
When they came, they said " God, your cat looks like a rabbit!" It did.
"They're a menace."
He was listening from the bedroom. I went in there and he was giggling. "I
would like to introduce a new species," he said "Something that should get along
just fine with your pussy. "
Most of the time we were in the bed we told stories. I told him stories
about Australia - he was from Australia, but not Australian - and he told me
stories about myself "I know you from the inside" he said from under the covers.
The prisons are now full, I told him. Newspaper covered the bed. The ad read:
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FOR SALE BY OPEN TENDER
... CELL BLOCK. For sale
on an "as is, where is" basis (?)
One secure accommodation block
for ten persons, measuring
17m x 8m.
Designed to specifications, the
steel panels are both
self-contained and demountable.
The cells are currently being used
as temporary cells
and will become available for
removal in March...

Jobs, kittens, sex... and now prisons. It's Saturday morning coffee but this is, I
think, the night to begin crying.
I cried. He jumped out of bed. "A suitcase" he said. "We'll go away. I'll take
you away from all this. .. " He opened an imaginary suitcase on the white chair by
the bed. "Money goes so well with good health these days I would certainly pack
some of each. And anyhow, in fact, anything done without what they call money
constitutes a crime (the prisons are full). But that leaves the streets free for
SHOPP! TG... and having a good time! Also take: one Pleistocene beach and a
bronchial sun (swimming is second only to SHOPPING). And yes, I know it takes
up a lot of space but you can't go wrong with a sun. You'll use it every day. Now for
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nightwear you'll need a CUNT - or a cock (if that's your thing) - and maybe
take a white chair full of yellow BALLOONS for parties."
I said, "Do you know who's in prison?" He said "We're not . "
Every day I went to work. I didn't in the beginning, but gradually I had to.
I'm not sure why. Needed the money I guess. He went to work too. He was a
lawyer, or something like that. His job was at some kind of mission thing, right in
the middle of the city, where he helped street kids. He didn't talk about it. Every
now and then a bunch of them would die and he'd go to the funerals. The funerals
were mostly quick; he'd be out for only an hour or two. When he came in he'd
have a bong - only ever one - and that night we'd always go out to dinner.
People's lives usually follow a routine. The rest of the time I'd cook. We ate really
healthy food and both of us were too thin. He never went to the pub. Not around
here anyway.
The history book kept referring to the natives - 'hostile fauna' it called
them. He laughed until he was crying. He put his arms over his head and growled.
He chased me round and round the bed while I squealed. We ended up back in it.
Afterwards he said "See, I'm quite tame" and he poked his head out over the
covers and looked at me with big brown eyes.
I got a phone call saying that my brother was getting married to my sister's
best friend. They were going to have a baby. They weren't all that young. They
were really happy. They had just got two kittens from the RSPCA. If I wanted to
go to the wedding I would have to go to ____. It was a long way. I didn't ask
him to come. I didn't tell him about it. "I'm going home for a week" I said. And
he gave me a big hug. He said "If you fall asleep on the bus, try not to dribble."
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�'hen I left, he was buried with the blankets pulled up around his ears. Not
movmg.
At the wedding no-one talked about prisons or streetkids or funerals. Only
about Australia. And the sky and the beach. And how they were going to Bali for
the honeymoon. A friend from America kept saying "The light over here is so
amazing. " And we all blinked. "Don't forget to pack a sun" I whispered to my
brother's new · wife, ____ , when I kissed her goodbye. "It's such a nice place"
said the American, and I went with him to share a line of cocaine in the toilets.
"Dunny" he kept repeating, after each snort, and I don't know why - because as I
said you can end up in prison for this - but we laughed.
One morning, he crawled out of bed with the blanket, and didn't come back.
I drove to work. It was the special garbage throw-out day and piles of
broken furniture and dead plants sat in piles on the footpaths. I kept an eye out.
Cane baskets with the bum out. Chairs with the bum out. Plastic bags full of
leaves. A pile of colours. Old clothes? I checked the rear vision mirror and quickly
reversed back up. Putting my hazard lights on I jumped out of the car and started
to rummage. It wasn't a jumper but a beautiful hand-knitted blanket in about 3 0 0
colours. Cnder it was a dead baby kangaroo with its head wrapped in a child's
woollen cardigan, the arms twisted and tied in a knot round its ears. I released the
head. I didn't straighten back up. I just stayed there bent over, one arm on the
large green mobile bin in front of the block of orange brick flats. It was a very
built-up area and the traffic was getting heavy. The joey's fur was fluffy and grey
and its nose was black. Rain fell on it. I didn't touch it. I didn't think. I didn't
need to - it didn't belong here. There was nothing to think.
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I didn't wonder where he'd gone. Just chucked the bong in the bin and
washed the old blanket I'd found and put that on the bed to replace the other one.
No point phoning the wildlife service. Another statistic.
Very carefully, using the blanket as gloves so that I wouldn't need to touch it
- I think I had some idea it would give me germs that would make me froth at
the mouth - I propped it up against the garbage bin so that people could see it
from the road. I kind of hoped it would cause an accident... I wanted to be
responsible.
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The Masochist's Confession
Holly Hutchinson
As long as you are moving in a straight line at a constant speed, you will experience the same
lait•s ofphysics as anyone else moving at any other constant speed and in any other direction.
Regardless ofyour speed or direction, you wi// always measure the speed oflight to be the same.

I
Jason came to visit me one evening when we were still relative strangers. He was
concerned that I was ill. He sat on my bed, checking my temperature. Feeling his
big hands on my face made me feel like a child. I asked him to stay with me
through the night before I could help myself
He lay next to me on the bed. I eventually began to pass through varying
states of consciousness, from dreaming deeply to drifting with his slow, steady
breath. After what felt like hours, I sensed him wake up. With my face turned
away; I heard him turn his head towards me. His breath was replaced with a
vaporous silence.
"Are you awake?" he whispered. I turned my head towards him. "How are
you feeling?"
"My stomach hurts a bit. "
He cupped his hand on my lower belly.
"Here?"
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I nodded. I could feel my skin burn red in the darkness, like molten liquid
at the bottom of the sea. His middle and forefinger crept up the centre of my
stomach. I felt him watching me for a reaction, ready to retract and apologise at
the slightest indication of offence from me.
His hand stopped just below my breasts, changing from two fingers to the
whole span of his palm, stretching across the top of my ribs, with his fingertips
lightly touching the curved rims of my breasts.
His hand opened and closed, lightly travelling over my skin, and like the
way the ocean swells with the gravity of the moon, moved onto my breast. I let
out a small gasp and my body froze.
Matter creates gravitationalforce by distorting the geometry oftime. The more massive or
dense the object, the more it curves nearby space, and the more it slows down time in its
vicinity. Just by being near matter, clocks run more slowly than they do in space.

II
After three months, Jason and I began to live together. He helped me pack my
things in cardboard boxes then drove them over to his house while I got down to
work, sealing the next load of boxes. When he came back, he walked into the
living room and observed my packing ritual for a few seconds.
"If you tape them down like that, everything will fall out, " he advised.
"It feels pretty firm to me, " I protested.
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He shook his head disapprovingly. "No no no. Let me show you." He took
the tape and stretched it out over the box tightly. I grinned.
"You're an expert with tape, I see."
He grinned back. "Want to see what else I can do with tape?" He put one
arm around my waist and used the other to hold my arms behind my back. With
his momentary, playful gesture of force, something came flooding back into my
mind. An ache gripped me for a brief instant, engaging me in momentary lust.
Through the din of blood rushing in my veins, I could hear his chuckle slow down
to a halt. His cheekiness faded as he watched me.
"Your cheeks. " he said. "Your cheeks just went bright red. "
I looked at him briefly. Oh God. He knew. He knew what I 'd just been
thinking.
He studied my expression.
"Did you like that?"
Applying general relativity to collapsing neutron stars, we learn that sufficiently dense matter
actually causes nearby space to curve so much that it closes in on itself

III
One night, interrupted from my sleep, I felt him moving next to me. The sound of
bedsprings creaking penetrated my dream as he got up. There was a moment of
warm blanketed silence as I started to fall asleep again. I could still hear him in
the bathroom; he was saying something- mumbling to himself purposefully.
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He came back in. With my eyes closed I could sense him coming closer,
then stop next to me. My skin prickled with anticipation for the return of his
warm, firm body. The body I loved and worshipped. The bed sank and creaked
under his weight. As soon as he hit the bed, his body lifted again over me. He
wriggled his pelvis between my legs and put his strong, smooth arms around me
and kissed my mouth. Softly at first, so that I could hear our lips touching, then
he slid his tongue past my lips and pushed his hand hard on the back of my head.
His hand curled up to hold a fistful of my hair. I gripped his chest; it was heaving
frantically. He hurriedly pulled up my shirt and grabbed my breast, squeezing it so
hard it hurt. I pulled away from his mouth to react to the pain, but he grabbed my
head even harder and pushed my mouth onto his. He was breathing through his
nose quickly and forcefully. He pushed me onto my back and put his strong, big
hands around my hips and his mouth on my breast moving his tongue around my
nipple. I groaned with pleasure and closed my eyes so that all around me was the
soft inside of his mouth. My noisiness set him off While still sucking my breast,
his brow knitted; his hands squeezed my sides and from his throat came a deep
growling noise. I looked down and saw a flash of his teeth behind his lips and felt a
sharp pain as he bit into the soft flesh of my breast. I let out a yelp and grabbed
two fistfuls of his hair. As I arched my back he pulled me up so that I was sitting
in his lap.
My breast began to bleed down onto my stomach.
Astrophysicists still cannot explain thefinalform of matter in a black hole.

1\vo Years Earlier
A bedroom at one am. A young girl and her boyfriend are whispering urgently to
each other. Acting coyly, the girl tells him she won't have sex with him without
protection. He tries to take her underwear off When she tries to stop him, he
turns. He pushes her back onto the bed, digging his nails into her skin in the hope
that it will stop her from struggling. Images of women asserting themselves
against sex abuse are flashing through her mind as she uses all her strength to push
him away and begins to search for her clothes on the floor. She wants to go home.
Her mum doesn't even know she's here. She's a virgin. She promised herself it
would be better than this. He throws her back on the bed and pins her there. She's
saying no. He's promising her it'll only take ten seconds. He'll be faster than the
speed of light. She just has to stay still.
Stay still for ten seconds.
When she starts to scream because it's hurting, he puts his hands over her mouth.
Her mind goes numb; all she can do is count the seconds until it's over.
Plummeting in on itself, a collapsing neutron star becomes so dense that it ceases to consist of
neutrons. General relativity predicts that as a black hole, its matter compresses to infinite
density, a state ofsingularity. Within this space, even general relativity ceases to be valid. Even
light, thefastest ofall known things, cannot escape from the vicinity ofsuch dense matter.

IV
"Why do you like it?" Jason asked me as we sat in the bathroom the next morning,
the sun coming through the window warmed my back. There was shame in his
eyes as he watched me cleaning the blood off my stomach. For his sake, I tried to
act more confident than I was.
"It's just fun," I said. He was silent. He put me on his lap so we both faced
the mirror. He looked at my reflection.
"I don't want to do it any more. "
I quietly panicked. "Why not?"
"I don't want to hurt you like that. "
Irritated, I pushed his arms away from me and walked over to the sink.
"You're not hurting me. I... "
"What?"
I didn't know what to tell him. "It's just a way of showing you love me."
He looked at me carefully.
"But I do love you, so why would I hurt you?"
Silence filled the room.
"Is there something you need to tell me?"
Once a massive star overcomes its neutron degeneracy pressure, nothing can prevent itfrom
collapsing, and not even light can escape its gravitational attraction. It becomes a black hole.
The collapse ofa black hole takes a tiny amount oftime. A point in time and space that never
moves, consuming everything around it.

V
His question rang in my ears. For the first time in two years, hot tears flooded
uncontrollably down my face. The muscles in my throat contracted and my heart
threw itself against my ribs. He wanted to know. I had to tell him. In a state of
paralysed urgen9; I lost track of how long we sat there in silence.
I felt him v,atching me. His fingertips rested on my arms, giving me
goosebumps. I used the sun, coming through the window as an excuse not to look
him in the eye, but rather, I hung my head and stared at the trickle of tears
splashing on the white tiles.
After a while, he nodded and helped me into my shirt. He did up each
button and then straightened my collar. He pushed my hair off my damp face and
kissed my forehead. As he left the room the click of the door handle was
As loud
And as empty
As a gunshot
Fired
Into
Space.
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Kyoku #o36
George Gott
Now you discover
my skyscraper.
We don't need
a nightclub.
We don't need
a sauna.
All we need
is the early sunlight.
And the melody
of the falling rain.
My skyscraper
and your skyscraper
sleeping or waking.
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Legs at the Bar
Eddie Paterson
At this reading last night
I shuffle a lot
& drop my poems
twice.
I read a few about work & selling sheets & one about your legs,
some haiku & that Hugo Weaving poem I like
but no one seems to get.
Afterwards a guy says,
"I love listenin' to your sad life"
then he asks me if cotton really is better than poly-cotton.
So I explain some things about thread counts
& the difference between Egyptian cotton
& normal cotton & he went away
pretty happy
Ordering a beer this other guy in a suit
(who I know is named Charlie tho we have never met)
nods at me.
"Nice legs" he says
gesturing with his elbow to where the reading had been.
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"Thanks" I say.
The bar girl
looks confused.
"D'he just say 'nice legs'?" she says.
"Yep" I say.
& the three of us
look down at my jeans
my old faded jeans
with the tear just below the pocket
& my strange loaf of bread legs,
at the ugliness of them,
as if the answer
were there.
& Charlie smiled.
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